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Abstnact

Asynchronous systems have several advantages as compared with synchronous sys-

tems. The advantages, due to their local communications, include faster speed, mod-

ularity, and lower povüer. Unfortunately, asynchronous systems are difficult to design

and verify. This thesis is one of the first attempts to identify system level design

methodologies specifically oriented to asynchronous systems, with emphasis on the

use of formal verification methods as an integral part of the methodology. This identi-

fication is accomplished by considering various levels of abstraction from asynchronous

circuits to asynchronous systems.

As opposed to reinventing tools, this thesis adapted existing tools for use in design-

ing and verifying asynchronous systems. Specific instances include: the use of splru

to verify asynchronous circuits modeled in PRoMELA, and the use of SDT to validate

and verify asynchronous systems modeled in SDL. In the former, hazardous circuits

(in input-output mode and fundamental mode) were modeled in pRoMELA, and

sPlN was used to show the presence of hazards. In the latter, a Counterflow pipeline

Processor modeled in SDL and SDT was used to validate and verify the design. Ini-

tial work on proof-based verification of asynchronous circuits is also presented by

modeling asynchronous circuits in Real-T,ime CSP (RTCSP) and higher-order logic.

ll
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Chapter 1-

ïntroduction

There are two key phrases in the title of this thesis, "formal uerifi,cation', and ,,asgn-

chronous sgstems". These are the topics of study in this thesis: the use of formal

techniques to verify that an asynchronous system satisfies its specification. This thesis

attempts to identify system level design methodologies specifically oriented to asyn-

chronous systems with emphasis on the use of formal methods as an integral part of

the methodology.

Asynchronous systems are systems that operate without a global synchroniza-

tion signal. in the context of this thesis, an asynchronous system is typicalll, a har.d-

ware and/or software design. In terms of hardware design, asynchronous circuits are

digital circuits that operate without a global clock. This type of circuit has numerous

advantages as compared with conventional synchronously-clocked circuits. Unfor-

tunately, correct asynchronous circuits are difficult to design, verify, and validate.

Hazards and critical races are notoriously difficult to manage. This topic is elab-

orated further in Chapter 2, "Overview of Design N4ethodologies for Asynchronous

Circuits."



Formal verification, the main focus of this thesis, is one aspect of formal meth-

ods in which formal, mathematical, or analytical techniques are used in the u,hole

design process. Formal verification is a method to verify that an implementation

sati,sfi'es its specification. Current practice uses exhaustive or partial testing and

simulation to check the correctness of a design. This practice is not acceptable for

asynchronous systems due to their complexity. Formal verification complements par-

tial testing by using more rigorous methods. Two verification methods are explored

in this thesis: state space erplorati,on and proof-based verification.

1.1 Motivation

As circuits and systems become larger and more complex, designers are forced to leave

low-level design methodologies and move towards a higher level of abstraction. The

final implementation can be constructed from a high level description using synthesis

tools or automatic code generation, or may even be hand-crafted by experienced

designers. By spending more time at the higher level, one can concentrate on the

design itself, rather than the detailed implementation. This trend is also seen in

software design, where programmers use CASE1 tools instead of coding the design

directly in C language.

Nowadays, hardware design resembles traditional computer programming by using

hardware description languages to describe components and circuits [171]. Thus,

techniques or methodologies used to verify software are adaptable to hardware designs.

Formal methods can be applied to all levels of the design process. Howeyer,

formal verification is most effective if it is applied at a higher level of abstraction -
i.e. communicating processes instead of gate-level components. At a higher leyel of

'CASE stands for Case Aided Software Engineering.



abstraction the complexity of the system under study is less than the complexity of the

actual implementation, and is well within the capability of current tooìs. Application

of formal methods at this higher level adds another benefit in that flaws can be

discovered earlier and this results in tremendous saving of time and effort. In this

spirit, it is better to model hardware design as communicating processes, rather than

interconnected transistors.

A system is constructed from a set of pre-designed (and possibly pre-verified)

modules or components2. A design is a composition of these modules. The behavior

of the composition must satisfy its specification. The purpose of formal verification

is to show or prove that the implementation or composition meets its specification.

In an asynchronous system, modules communicate with each other using a hand-

shaking mechanism - a protocol. The behavior of the system is reflected in the

protocol it implements. Deszgn'ing and ueri,fying asynchronous ci,rcuits, for instance,

become a protocol desi,gn process. By reasoning about the protocol it implements, one

can verify the behavior of an asynchronous system.

I.2 Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are:

o to identify a suitable design, validation and verification methodology for asyn-

chronous systems (especially for asynchronous circuits)

o to present a preliminary proof that formal verification is an integral part of

the identified methodology by providing verifications of several asynchronous

circuits and an asynchronous systems

2In the sequel, the term "modules" and "components" are used interchangeably. They refer to
the basic building blocks.



ø to verify asynchronous systems through a high-level protocol verification.

1.3 Main Areas of Contribution

The following is a partial list of the contributions of this thesis.

1. A comprehensive overview of design methodologies for asynchronous hardware

design.

2' Identification of an integrated asynchronous system design methodology using

protocol engineering with PROMELA and SDL.

3' Verification of asynchronous systems through state space erploratzon with pro,

tocol verification tools. Two verification approaches are illustrated: modeling

asynchronous circuits and an asynchronous system in PROMELA and SDL, and

using SPIN and the SDT tool respectively to verify the circuits and system.

4. Programming techniques to model speed-independence, fund.amental mod,e, anð,

input-output rnode asynchronous circuits in PROMELA.

5. Providing a novel design of a Counterfl,ow Pi,peli,ne Processor, an asynchronous

system, in SDL.

6' A preliminary attempt to reason about asynchronous circuits through a proof-

based approach by using higher-order logic.

L.4 Structure of Thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts: introduction and discussion. In the first part.

two introductory chapters are presented.



Chapter 2 gives an overview of design methodologies for asynchronous circuits.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of formal methods in hardware design.

Chapter 4 discusses the use of PROMELA to model asynchronous circuits ancl

the use of SPIN, an automated validation tool, to verify the circuit. The approach uses

a state-space exploration technique. Two different operating modes were exercised.

A hazardous gate-level C-element, operating under i,nput-outptrú mode, is the circ¡it -

under study in the first case. In the second case, SPIN exercised a fundarnental mode

circuit and showed the existence of a hazard in the circuit. The hazard was removed.

and SPIN was used to show the absence of hazards.

Chapter 5 discusses the use of Specifi.cat'ion and. Descriptzon Language (SDL),

to specify an asynchronous system: a Counterflow Pipeli,ne Processor. In the earlier"

discussions, the systems under study were asynchronous circuits. In this chapter, we

shorv that the state-space exploration technique also applies to asynchronous systems

in general.

Chapter 6 discusses initial attempts to use proof-based methodology to reason

about asynchronous systems. In this chapter, Real Time CSP (RT-CSp) and higher-

order logic are used to model asynchronous circuits.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a conclusion, list of contributions, and list

of future research.



Chapter 2

Overview of Design Methodologies

fon Asynchronous Circuits

The motivation of this study is to facilitate the application of formal verification

methods to digital asynchronous circuits. The result of thislstndy, however, is not

restricted to asynchronous circuits. It is applicable to asynchronous systems in gen-

eral. To give a foundation and perspective where our work fits in, in this chapter we

present an overview of the work in the field of asynchronous circuits. This chapter is

a revised version of our technical report [138].

2.L Problems with Synchronous Circuits

Problems inherent in synchronous circuits have forced circuit designers to look for

other alternatives, such as asynchronous circuits. These problems are associated with

the use of a global clock, such as clock skew, worst-case behavior, scalability) po\Ã¡er

management, silicon a,rea consumption, meta-stability of synchroni,zers and arbiters,

and the inability of the synchronous circuits to cope with the increasing importance



of wires due to smaller circuit sizes. In the following subsections u,e look at these

problems in more detail.

2.L.1 Clock skew

One of the most fundamental problems in conventionally-clocked synchronous circuits

is clock skew, i.e. the clock signal does not arrive at the same time in many parts

of a circuit. Clock skew becomes a significant problem in a large design, where a

common global clock must be distributed to all parts of the circuit. Three factors

that contribute to clock skew are discussed in [g0]. They are:

1. RC (combination of resistance and capacitance) value of global distribution

lines

2. Unequal clock paths to various modules

3. Variances in gate threshold uoltage (V¿).

The first two factors are functions of layout and all three factors depend on the

fabrication process (the technology used to implement the design). A designer may

be able to control the first two factors but cannot control the third factor (gate

threshold voltage).

There are various ways to reduce the clock skew problem. One approach is to use

a H-tree scheme for distributing the clock. However, this adds an extra complication,

since the designer must take into consideration the physical wire dimension (size and

length), physical layout (such as transistor orientation), and the number of modules

that the clock has to drive. This would be impractical for a large design.



2.1.2'Worst-case behavior

In synchronous circuits, sufficient time must be allowed between clock pulses for the

slowest portion of the system to respond. Faster parts are in effect slowed dou,n to

the speed of the slowest one [93]. Therefore, synchronous circuits operate at their

worst-case behavior.

2.I.3 Scalability problem

There are two meanings of scalability: scaling down feature size, or expanding a

design by adding more modules (making it larger).

Shrinking feature size À (a notation used in [17a]) changes many physical pa-

rameters which determine various delays [152]. As the microelectronic technology

gl-ows, switching speed becomes closer to propagation speed of electrical signal in

wires. Thus, delay in wires must be accounted for in a design. A synchronous circuit

implemented in one technology cannot be implemented directly in another technol-

ogy which uses a smaller feature size. Recalculating timing properties of the whole

design may be needed. This becomes problematic as the VLSI technology progresses

towards devices with smaller feature size.

In the context of extending a system by adding more modules, synchronous circuits

cannot be extended easily. For example, if we have an n-stage synchronous FIFO,

we cannot add one more stage without re-timing the circuit. Sufficient time must be

allowed for the whole circuit to make necessary transitions before the next clock.

2.1.4 Power management

In a synchronous circuit, the clock runs continuously even when the circuit is not

processing data. This unnecessary action draws power, up to hatf of the total po\\¡er

8



in current high-speed microprocessors. These clock transitions produce heat that

must be dissipated. As an example, the clock circuit in the DEC Alpha chip (a

synchronous design) consumes more than half of its 30 watts of power [38]. Such a

design may not be suitable for portable, battery-operated computers or devices.

In CMOS circuits, there is a high dynamic current during'0-to-1'or'1-to.0'

transitions. This could be a problem in synchronous circuits where most components

of the circuit draw power almost at the same time. This could create a spike (positive-

going pulse) or a dip (negative-going pulse). Moreover, a higher-rated power supply

and wider wires are needed to implement the design.

2.1.5 Area penalty

It is difficult to route the global clock in a large synchronous chip. Global clocking

circuitry with its long and wide paths consume a fair share of silicon area. Again, it

is interesting to note that in the DEC Alpha chip,25Vo to 30% of the area is used for

clock circuitry.

2.L.6 'Wires become more important

As the size of devices becomes smaller, wire properties become more important.

Sutherland and Mead in [161] observed that the cost (area and energy) and per-

formance limitations of microcircuits are dominated by the wires rather than the

switching elements. Modern integrated circuit technology has reached the point where

the switching of the individual transistor is no longer significantly greater than the

transition delay of a long wire. Any design methodology must incorporate the impor-

tance of wire in the model. This was not the case with earlier design methodologies

commonly used in synchronous designs. In delay-,insensi.tiue asynchronous circuits,



wire delays do not change the correctness of the circuits.

2.L.7 Metastability of synchronizers or arbiters

A possible approach to implement a large synchronous circuit is to partition the

circuit into several synchronous parts or modules. Each module is a synchronous

system with an independent clock. Synchronization is done using a synchronizing

element (synchronzzer) or arbiter. Unfortunately this method is not reliable due to the

metastability condition of the synchronizing element [153], There is a probability of

synchronization failure, which will leave the synchronizer in the metastable condition.

The time required to get out of this metastable condition is unbounded. If this

condition stays for too long and a time-limit is enforced, an illegal or incorrect state

can result.

Witf, all of the problems described above, the complexity of designing syn-

chronous circuits has become unmanageable. The low-level design process is not

transparent to the designer who must understand the detail and physical aspects of

the circuit under design. All of these problems lead system designers to look for

alternatives, such as asynchronous systems.

2.2 Advantages of Asynchronous Circuits

A natural approach to avoid the problems described in the previous section would be

to use asynchronous circuits. There is no gìobal clock to worry about. For instance, in

one type of asynchronous circuit, called delay i,nsens'ittue circuits, correct operations

10



are still maintained even under varying delays.

Asynchronous design methodologies are not new. In the 1950s, Muller and his col-

leagues at the University of Illinois developed speed-i,ndependent c'ircu'its, i.e. circuits

thatdonotdependontherelativespeedof theircomponentsorgates [ttt, tZt]. Un-

fortunately, at that time various problems and difficulties made asynchronous circuits

unpopular compared to their synchronous counterparts. A historical perspective of

research in the field of asynchronous circuits is available in [172].

Some advantages of asynchronous circuits are discussed below. (A more detailed

discussion is available in [62, 138].)

2.2.L Absence of global clock

The absence of a global clock avoids problems associated with a global clock such

as clock skew, as discussed earlier. The lack of a global clock also removes the

routing area which was needed to distribute the clock signal to all parts of a chip.

Theoretically, it should be easier to design a large asynchronous system than to design

a synchronous version.

2.2.2 Average-case performance

Since faster components are not clocked with a slower clock, those components can

operate as fast as they permit. Thus, asynchronous circuits operate at average-case

performance.

2.2.3 Scalable

Asynchronous circuits are scalable in the sense that extending or adding new modules

to an existing system does not require re-timing the whole system. As long as the

i1



nelv module conforms to the protocol requirement, the system can be extended easily.

Shrinking feature size (À) changes timing properties. Horvever in delay znsensitiue

asynchronous circuits, this does not affect the correctness of the circuit. Chanses in

timing properties will only change the performance of the system.

2.2.4 Better pov/er management

In asynchronous circuits, transitions occur only when needed (i.e. when the circuit

is processing data). Unused circuitry is powered off automatically. This behavior re-

duces power consumption dramatically and makes asynchronous circuits suitable for

low-power devices, such as hand-held computers. There is an interest in low-pou'er'

asynchronous circuits as witnessed by the asynchronous ARM m,icroprocessorl devel-

oped by the Amulet group at the University of Manchester [57, 133, 134] and the

low-power Error-corrector circuitry for the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) devel-

oped at Phillips [165].

2.2.5 Flexible

Asynchronous circuits are flexible. Replacing slow modules or components in an

asynchronous circuit, one does not have to redesign or recalculate timing properties

of the whole circuit. For example, if a module is replaced by a faster version, the

system will adapt and take advantage of the new speed, increasing its performance.

lCurrently, the Apple Newton PDA uses the (synchronous) ARM processor. By using an as1,¡-
chronous version of the ARM processor) they hope they can reduce power (battery) usage.

12



2.3 Difficulties with asynchronous circuits

From the descriptions provided in the previous section, it seems clear that the use

of asynchronous circuits is the obvious solution to those problems. However, asyn-

chronous circuits have been slow in gaining popularity. The following is a list of some

possible reasons:

o Lack of commercial asynchronous elements. Simple asynchronous ele-

ments, such as a C-element, are not available off-the-shelf. This makes it diffi-

cult for practitioners to experiment with asynchronous circuits.

e Difficult to design. Correct asynchronous circuits are difficult to design (e.g.

they must be hazard-free). A signal in a circuit may take different paths de-

pending on the relative delay of its components. These delays may not be knou,n

or may vary with time and the design process. A designer must consider a large

number of possible cases to ensure that the design operates correctly. Existing

simulators only handle a small set of test cases (i.e., a set of assumed delays).

It is difficult to ensure the correctness of an asynchronous circuit design in all

possible cases [114]. Synchronous designs circumvent this problem by allorving

changes within a sufficient time frame (between crock pulses).

o Lack of a simple design methodology. Ad hoc design methodologies do not

work in designing asynchronous circuits, while available design methodologies

are difficult and cumbersome. It was reported in [tZZl that an asynchronous

synthesis method was actually demonstrated as early as in 1962 by Zemanek.

Unfortunately it was too complex and went unnoticed.

Required area for handshaking circuitry. Each module in an asynchronous

circuit must indicate when it has completed its task and communicate this to

13



its neighboring modules. Unfortunately this handshaking mechanism requires

additional area. For example, in [110] it was indicated that their asynchronous

circuit requires a 40% active area penalty. However, since there is no longer

a global clock, area that was required for routing the clock signal can be used

for this handshaking circuitry. In any case, implementing a design with asyn-

chronous circuits does not necessarily reduce silicon area.

Lack of knowledge in asynchronous design. As previously stated, asyn-

chronous circuits are not new. Traces of the development of asynchronous cir-

cuits can be found as early as the 1950s with Muller and his speed-i,ndepend,ent

circuits. However, it is only recently that designers and theoreticians have

looked at asynchronous circuits with more hope. In education, synchronous cir-

cuits were the main focus of study. Only recently has the portion of curriculum

dealing with asynchronous circuits been emphasized.

No social demand. Synchronous circuits were easier and more accepted by

the hardware designers. Industries are still reluctant to fabricate asynchronous

components since there is no market for them, and it is difficult to find off-the-

shelf components. As a result, companies are still reluctant to use asynchronous

circuits. This cycle must be broken.

Asynchronous circuits have larger reachable states and are more diffi-

cult to reason about. Asynchronous circuits are similar to non-deterministic

and concurrent systems. An asynchronous design usually has a larger number

of reachable states compared to its synchronous counterpart [114]. As a result,

it is more difficult to formally reason about asynchronous circuits.
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Asynchronous circuits violate design for testability and design for

verifiability. To avoid hazards, redundant implicants are usually added in cir-

cuits. Hou'ever, this could make the circuit untestable. In addition. to make the

circuit verifiable, complexity must be reduced. This reduction is usually done

by restricting or reducing the number of reachable states through the introduc-

tion of clocked latches, a synchronous design. Such "Design for Verifiabi,litg,"

by reducing the state-space approach as was suggested in [1141, makes use of a

synchronous design rather than an asynchronous one.

2.4 Asynchronous Signaling Conventions

In this section we will discuss two signaling conventions commonly used in asyn-

chronous circuits, namely four-phase si,gnaling and two-phase szgnaling. Since there

is no global clock, synchronization or handshaking in asynchronous circuits must fol-

low a standard signaling convention. Some designs may use a combination of the trvo

signaling schemes by providing signaling conversions.

If the objective is to have a faster circuit, tuo-phase si,gnaling is usually used. If

the compactness (smaller size) is the main objective, four-phase signaling is usuall5,

used.

2.4.7 Four-phase signaling

In four-phase signaling, also known as four-cycle, Muller, or return-to-zero [tSf] sig-

naling, there are four phases (, 1,o 1,r J,o J), where r and a indicate request and

aclcnowledge signals respectively. (Sometimes the literature uses different names, e.g.

request and done instead of. request and acknowledge.) A four-phase signaling timing

diagram is shown in Figure 2.1 (Concentrate on the request and acknowled,ge signals).
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Figure 2.1: Four-phase signaling convention

The four-phase signaling operates as follows. After the input data is stable. the

sender asserts a request signal (phase i). After the data is accepted, this condition is

then acknorvledged by the acknowledge signal by the receiver (phase 2). The sender's

request signal can then return to its original (zero) level (phase 3), which is again

followed by the return to zero of the receiver's acknowledge signal (phase 4). lrJotice

that there are four phases in one cycle.

One criticism of this approach is that the third and fourth step (the return to

zero) are needed only to return the signals to their original levels and do not con-

tribute to computation. Thus, time and energ"y to perform the transitions are wasted.

However, it turns out that the implementation of four-phase signaling requires less

area compared to two-phase signaling (which will be described shortly). Examples of

the use of four-phase signaling are found in[47,100, 101 ,I45,166, 16g1.

2.4.2 Two-phase signaling

The term two-phase is derived from the fact that there are two phases in this hand-

shaking mechanism; the sender's active phase (phase 1) and the receiver's active phase

lo



(phase 2). This signaling is also known by different names, such as NF"Z (non-return-

to-zero), or trans'ition szgnaling. A two-phase signaling timing diagram is shown in

Figure 2.2. Notice that only two transitions (r 1;¿ l or r J;ø J) are needed to

complete one cycle.

Figure 2.2: Two.phase signaling convention

In tu'o-phase signaling, after the data is valid, the sender asserts an event (either

rising or falling transition) on the request line and holds the data during this receiver's

active phase. The receiver then sends an acknowledge event on the acknouledge line

after the data is received. The sender is back in its active phase.

Two-phase signaling is potentially faster than four-phase signaling, at the expense

of more components (thus larger area) in the implementation. Bxamples of two-phase

signaling can be found in [62, 160].

2.5 Asynchronous Signaling \ /ith Data

In the previous section we separated data from control circuitry. We have discussed

signaling conventions only for the control part of asynchronous circuits. In this section

we discuss signaling conventions and their relation with the data part.

¡ ons cycl€ i Nef cvct€ i
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2.5.L Bundled data

The term bundled data suggests that the data w'ires m:ust be treated as a bundle.

In other words, the data wires are bundled with the requesú signal, and their valid-

ity is indicated by a handshake signal whose delay is calculated based on the data

wire characteristics. Thus some assumption or knowledge of the bounded delays are

required. The delays in data transmission must be less than the delays in transmit-

ting the request event. Usually, the delay of the request signal is determined by the

worst-case delay of the data wires.

Figure 2.3: Bundled data

Bundled data is usually used in a circuit where the actual physical layout of data

wires is close to the handshaking signal and they have similar characteristics. In many

cases the handshaking signal must be delayed, such as by making it part of data line

(the (n+ 1)tn bit), and by making it longer, with a sufficient margin to make it slou,er

than the delay in data wires. It should be noted that n data bits only require (n+2)

wires in such an implementation.

2.5.2 Dual-rail code

Many asynchronous circuits are implemented using a dual-rai,I or double-rai,l code, in

which one bit of data is represented with two wires. Distinct lines are allocated to

logical "0" and "1". (See Table 2.1.)
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Table 2.1: Dual-rail code

Code Interpretation
00

01

10

11

idle
valid "0"
valrd "-t"

illegal

A slightly different signaling similar to a dual-rail code is a ternary signaling in

which ((0"' (ú1", and "null" (-) or "undefined" (U) are used to differentiate logical

"0" and "1". Data is represented by transitions ftom null to valid data and back

again. Thus every transition from "0" to "1" or vice versa must go through nul/.

One criticism of a dual-rail approach is that it requires more wires (thus more

area) than the other schemes. In the implementation, n d,ata bits require 2n wires.

An alternative solution is to encode the data electrically as three different discrete

logic levels as discussed in [77].

2.5.3 Four-state code

A four-state code [60, 105] is similar to a dual-rail code in that two rvires, rvhich

correspond to four states, are needed to represent one bit. Two states are needed to

represent logical "1" (call them P1 and Q1) and the other two states are needed for

logical "0" (P0 and Q0). Timing information is embedded as two alternating phases

P and Q. Each data bit in a stream must have the opposite phase of the data bit

preceding it. For example, the sequence "0010" is represented as "p0,e0,pr,g0',.
Notice that only one bit is changed between transitions. This approach is similar to

another signaling called Leuel-Encoded 2-phase Dual-Rail (LBDR) [42].
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Table 2.2: Four-state code

Code Interpretation
00

01

10

ii

ogical 0 (P0)
ogical 1 (QI)
ogical 0 (80)
ogical 1 (P1)

on

be

2.6 Classes of Asynchronous Circuits

Based on the delay assumption or delay model, asynchronous circuits can be divided

into three classes, as summarized in Table 2.3. These terms are sometimes used

interchangeably.

Table 2.3: Classes of asynchronous circuits based on delay assumptions

Class Gate Delays Line Delays
Huffman circuit
Speed-independent
Delay-insensitive

bounded
unbounded
unbounded

bounded
ZCTO

unbounded

A speed-independent circuit is a circuit whose operation does not depend

the relative speed of its components or gates. The delay of wires is assumed to

zero (i.e. lumped to the gates).

A delay-insensitive circuit is a circuit whose correct operation does not depend

on the relative delays of its components and wires. Its behavior is retained when

delays are added to its input and output wires. The class of delay-insensitive circuits

is too small making it impractical for a real design. In many cases some compromises

are made. For example, if an isochron'ic fortc, (i.e. a forked wire whe¡e the difference

in delays between destinations is negligible) is added to the d.elay-i,nsensi,tiue class,

we have a quas'i-delay-'insens'it'iue circuit. Theoretically, more circuits can be imple-
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mented as quasi-delay-insensitive than pure delay-insensitive. However in some cases)

for example in an environment where gate delays are comparable to wire delays, it

might be difficult to implement isochronic forks. In general, the use of isochronic

forks is restricted to small circuits or modules in a closed or local area.

The term self-timed is also commonly used. Self-timed refers to different things

(sometimes incorrectly) in different contexts in the literature:

1. It refers to a circuit whose behavior does not depend on any relative delays

among physical elements [1101.

2. It relates to the completion or handshaking signals. In addition to performing

computation, a self-timed circuit supplies a completion signal to indicate when

the computation is done [76].

Self-timed assumes that a circuit can be decomposed into equi,potentiol regions inside

in which wire delays are negligible. in short, a self-timed circuit is a circuit that keeps

time to itself. Sequence and time only relate inside the circuit itself [153].

Based on the interaction of the circuits with their environments, asynchronous cir-

cuits have two operation modes: fundamental mode and znput-output mod,e. In fun-

damental mode, a circuit must be stabilized completely before another input change

can be applied. fn input-output mode, the input may change as soon as appropriate

output is observed at the output port.

2.7 Asynchronous Design Methodologies

There âre several asynchronous design methodologies, summarized in [138]. The

choice of the design methodology depends on the underlying model (i.e., the class of

asynchronous circuits used in the implementation), and the choice also depends on
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the goal of the design (e.g. if speed is more important than area and porver). The

purest asynchronous design is usually delay-i,nsensiti,ue, and uses dual-rai,l encod,inq.

and four-phase handshaking.

Some design methodologies are more expressive than others, but others may be

more practical and easier to use. The choice is up to the designers and dependent

upon the application. In the next subsections, we describe some of these desisn

methodologies.

2.7.L Macromodular

In the rnacromodular approach [32, 33, 128, 159] a designer works with building

blocks called macromodular cells or rnacromodules. The cells are in the form of

modular boxes that can be combined together in a frame structure. These cells have

diffe¡ent functions, such as registers, adders, rnemories, control d,euices, call, merge,

and rendezuous. The idea is that by using these building blocks, an electronically

naive user could construct a special purpose and complex computer system. One

could concent¡ate on the algorithm by manipulating the physical elements much as

one would symbolically manipulate primitives in an assembly program. The designer

does not have to worry about timing properties. Several "computers" have been built

and dismantled to test algorithms ranging from random number generators, an FFT.

to a speech pattern analyzer.

2.7.2 Micropipeline

Sutherland [160] introduces the term mi,cropipeli,ne f.or a simple form of event-driven

elastic pipeline. He suggests the use of a trans'it'ion si,gnali,ng framework, where rising

and falling transitions have the same meaning: they are euents. This framework of-
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tu,

fers the ability to build a complex system by hierarchical composition (a bottom-up

approach) from simple modules which communicate with two-phase bundled data sig-

naling. (For the definition of two-phase bundled data, see Section 2.5.1.) Sutherland

suggests the use of a set of event-driven elements (partly shown in Figure 2.4) Lo

compose a design.

Figure 2.4: Ðvent-driven elements

The micropipeline approach is appealing because of its practicality in by making

some compromises (due to the two.phase bundled signaling). Micropipelines have

been widely used as in [17, 62]. Micropipelines can also be implemented in existing

FPGA technologies [5a]. An asynchronous version of the ARI\4 microprocessor is

currently under development [133, 134] using the micropipeline approach.

2.7.3 Finite State Machines (FSM)

Finite State Machines (FSMs) are understood and commonly used by engineers.

Therefore, it is desirable to extend FSMs into Asynchronous FSMs (AFSMs). Tia-

ditionally, asynchronous designs rvere specified with Asgnchronous Fini,te State Ma-

ch'ines (AFSMs).

AFSMs are usually implemented as Huffmøn circuits in fund,amental mod,e. where
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new inputs are applied only after the circuit has assimilated the previous input change,

that is, when the memory elements are stable.

Figure 2.5: Huffman circuit

To avoid hazards, earlier AFSlt4s were usually restricted to Si,ngle Input Change

(SIC) mode, in which only one (single) input change is allowed at a time and then the

circuit must wait until the system is stable again before further input changes may

occul-. Unfortunately, this is impractical for most applications since the environment

usually permits Multzple Input Change (MIC). A possible approach is to use burst-

mode FSI\4 (a limited form of MIC) in which, at a given state, an input burst is

permitted. The system then generates the corresponding output burst and moves to

a new state.

There are some restrictions to burst mode [125]. Firstly, no input burst in a given

state can be a subset of another input burst. Secondly, a state is always entered with

the same set of inputs, i.e. each state has a uni,que entry point.

several limitations associated with the FSM approach include:

o There is an exponential dependence on the number of entries or the number of

contbirutionul
ctfcutl



input signals for the fi,ow tablez, since it requires a listing of all input combi-

nations in the flou' table. For example, a system with three inputs requires 23

entries. Hence, it may be impractical for large circuits.

An FSM can model confi,icts, situations in which the outcome depends on the

input conditions. For example, if there are more than one "next states,' that

can be reached from a given state in an FSM, the choice of the next state

depends on the input conditions. However, an FSM cannot describe concurrent

operations since, by definition, at any given time an FSM must be in only one

state. Concurrency can be described by multiple FSMs. However, it is difficult

to decompose an FSN4 into smaller concurrent FSMs.

o Special care must be taken for multiple input changes which can produce inter--

mediate changes and hazards. A general treatment is to add redundant prime

implicants to the combinational circuit.

Examples of the use of AFSMs in asynchronous circuits are illustrated in [36, 3b,

125,7261

2.7.4 Petri nets and their derivatives

Petri nets are graphical and mathematical tools for systems that are characterized

as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, non-deterministic, and/or

stochastic 17221. Thus, they provide a viable approach to specify and analyze asyn-

chronous circuits.

Analysis of Petri nets may be done by reachabi,l'itg analyszs, i.e. given an initial

state, a set of possible reachable states are generated. This approach may only be
2A flow table is a table needed in the synthesis of an asynchronous sequential circuit.
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suitable for small circuits since it enumerates all possibilities. Another problem is the

difficulty of decomposing a Petri net description into smaller nets.

For an introduction to Petri nets, we refer the reader Lo [722,132]. Examples of the

use of Petri nets as specifications for asynchronous circuits are available in [39, 117].

Signal Tlansition Graph

A variant of Petri nets, called Signal Transition Graphs (STGs), are commonly used

in asynchronous circuits. This technique was introduced by chu in [30].

Unlike several classical approaches where a circuit is described in a state diagram,

in an STG the behavior of the circuit is specified with signal transitions. A signal

can make two transitions: rising and falling. In the classical approach, a circuit is

represented by a vector (rr,rr,. . .,rr) where rt,12,. . .,tnare signals in the circuit.

This representation requires 2' states, which grows exponentially with the number of

signals (n)' The complexity of the same circuit with an STG is reduced to 2n, since

only transitions are needed.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a Signal Transition Graph

In an STG, a rising transition of signal r is denoted by z+ and a falling transition
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as r-. Figure 2.6 gives an example in which the rising of z, that is z+, causes signal

y and z to go high (g+ and z+). After signal z has gone high, ø will go low (z-),

and so forth. One can view the STG as a different form of timing diagram commonly

used to design digital circuits.

STGs can be viewed as 'interpreted free choices Petri nets where transitions rep-_

resent changes of values of circuit signals. An STG is expressive enough for specify-

ing concurrency and conflicts, with its timing diagram-like specification, but simple

enough for analysis.

From STGs, a form of finite automata called a state graph can be derived. State

assignments are then carried out using a simple rule. If the state assignment is

consistent and no two distinct states ¡eceive the same binary representation, a speed-

independent implementation can be realized. (See [30] for details.)

It should be noted that interest is mainly focused on a subset of STGs, a li,ue per-

sistent STG, which corresponds to li,ue pers'istent state graph. In this STG, persistent

means that the firing of one transition will not disable other enabled transitions. Cir-

cuits resulting from this class are deadlock-free speed-independent circuits.

STGs are widely used, as illustrated in[7,2g,30, 31, 76, g2,110, 1191.

Change Diagram

Independently, in Russia, a similar approach to an STG calle d a Change Di,agram

was developed. The approach and tools, called FORCAGE, are described in [841.

sFree choice means that conflict, where a token can fire more than one transition, is allowed as
long as the place where the conflict occurs is the only input for these transitions.
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2.7.5 Process Algebras and Programming Languages

There are specification formalisms that resemble programming languages based on

process algebras, e.g. Calculus of Communi,cati,ng Sgstems (CCS) [11b] and Commu-

nicatzng Sequenti,al Processes (CSP) [71,72]. These formalisms can also be used to

specify asynchronous circuits.

CCS

CCS is a formalism developed by Milner [115]. Examples of the CCS-based approach

for specification and verification of asynchronous circuits are presented in [10, 94, 158].

CSP

CSP is a formalism developed by C.A.R. Hoare [72]. Examples of CSP-based for--

malisms for designing asynchronous circuits are the work of A. Martin [100, 101,

102, 103], cP-0 [166], Tangram [i67], synchronizedrransitions [g2], occam [i5], and

hopCP [62]. Some highlights of their methods are described in the followins sections.

Martin's Production Rule

In A. Martin's work [100, 101, 102, 103], a circuit is described by a program, which

is a set of concurrent processes communicating by input and output commands on

channels. This description can be compiled into a delay-insensitive circuit. The

compilation process involves process decompositi,on, handshaki,ng erpans,ion, prod,uc-

t'ion rule erpans'ion, and operator reduct'ion. Potentially, at each stage, a series of

semantzc preseruing transformations could be applied to the description. Tools haye

been built to automate parts of the design procedure. The resulting output is a lay-

out of a cortect delay-insensitive asynchronous circuit with d,ual-rai,l and. four-phøse
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handshaking.

Originally they built such circuits with a set of standard cells, such as AND, 0R,

C-el-ement, WIRE, F0RK, ARBITER, and SYNCHRONIZER. In later versions of their tools,

they use "complex gates", where a gate cell is generated on the fly based on the logic

function needed.

A working asynchronous microprocessor was built with this approach and it
worked at the first attempt even under varying conditions [102]. A GaAs imple-

mentation of the microprocessor was also made based on the same description [164].

This proves the flexibility of asynchronous circuits, that is, they will adapt to the

environment and technology used to implement them.

Tangram

Tangram is also a CSP-based language, used at Phillips for the specification of as5,n-

chronous circuits. A Tangram program is usually compiled tnLo hand,shake czrcutts

as an intermediate format, before the design can be realized as a full-custom delal,-

insensitive circuit or ân implementation using FpGA technology [167.l.

Figure 2.7: Example of a handshake circuit

A handshake circuit is a network of hand,shalre components, connected by point-

to-point handshake channels (see Figure 2.7), Each channel has an act,iueside (rep-

resented with a small solid circle, r) at one end and a passiue side (represented b5, ¿



small hollow circle, o) at the other end.

Each handshake component has a certain function. For example, a circle with a

number sign (*) inside it represents a "repeaúey'', which has a Tangram notation of

"a" : ff[b']". Once it is enabled by a signal in channel o, it will generate a repeated

signal in channel ö. It should be noted that the Tangram approach does not commit

to a specific protocol or data representation. That is, the implementation could use

four-phase signaling or two-phase signaling. The uses of Tangram are presented in

[166, 167, 168, 16bj.

PROMELA

PRoMELA is also a CSP-based language developed to model computer protocols.

In [141, 143, 140] enovELA is used to model asynchronous circuits. The following

is a partial list why PROMELA is suitable to model asynchronous circuits:

1. PROMELA is based on CSP, and thus has a solid foundation for formal verifi-

cation.

2. The availability of validation tool SPtN provides the designers with a means s'ith

which to validate and verify their designs. SPtN provides state-space exploration

verification which can be automated.

3. There is a possible translation from hardware description (i.e. netlist) to a

PROMELA model, as illustrated in chapter 4.

A more elaborate discussion is presented in chapter 4.

Synchronize Tlansitions

Synchron'ize Transzttons (ST) is a language that can be used to describe asynchronous



circuits/systems [155]. An example of ST notation is shown below. Let a,b,r,,y, and

z be Boolean state variables.

<.at'b--z::uAI\Dg)
The above description defines a state change. When o, + b, z should be updated

according to the AND function. In general, a transition has the following form.

K. preconùit'ion -"+ action.Þ

When the precondition is the constant TRUE, it can be omitted.

An ST design consists of a set of transitions. All transitions may execute their

actions whenever they are enabled. However, an enabled transition does not have

to execute immediately. The computation can be modeled as the repeated non-

deterministic selection and execution of an enabled transition. This is similar to

UNITY [28], a notation for describing concurrent computation based on guarded

commands.

Verification of an ST design can be done by translating the description into another

description that can be fed into le, the Larch Prouer [56]. A set of tools to perform

the translation is available [155]. Another verification approach is to translate the ST

description into an FL programa [92]. The verification is done by the FL program.

SDL

Speci'fi,cation and Descriptzon Language (SDL) is an industrial-strength formal lan-

guage. It is defined by the ITU-T as recommendation 2.100. SDL systems can be

translated into executable code. Recently, there have been a number of attempts in

translating SDL systems into hardware designs through VHDL. In this thesis, we use

SDL as the specification language for specifying a Counterfl,ow P'ipelzne Processor.

SDL is suitable for specifying asynchronous circuits and systems. This approach is

aFL is a functional language similar to the meta language ML
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elaborated in chapter 5.

2.7 .6 Tbace theorv

There are several different trace theories that have been applied to study concurrent

systems. In the field of (speed-independent) asynchronous circuits, we follow Dill's

version [a5] as quoted from [61]:

"Trace theorg is a formalism for modeli,ng, specifgi,ng and uerzfgzng speed,-

i,ndependent circuits. Its main i,dea is that the behaui,or of an asynchronous

czrcuzt can be descri,bed by a set o/traces (sequence of transitions).',

A system and its elements can be specified with finite-length sequences of atomic

statements. Such a sequence is called a trace and the atomic statements are called

symbols. A specification consists of a trace set and an alphabet (a set of symbols).

For example [61], a non-inverting BUFFER with input ø and output b has a success set

{r, o,ab,aba,...}. An improper use of the BUFFER, which creates â "choke", is the

trace {ao}.

Trace theory is appealing because regular sets are understood by many designels,

and there are potentially nice compositional properties [45]. Dill has written a verifier

to verify speed-independent circuits in a post-design stage of a design.

A different approach is taken by Ebergen [al in which trace theory is used to guar-

antee the condition of decompositions in his correct-by-construction design method-

ology; with his automated tool called Venoecr [49].

The general idea behind the use of trace theory is that one can decompose a

specification into specifications of smaller circuits with the constraint that it must

preserve the original specification irrespective of delays in connection wires. Once
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the decomposition process is done, the circuit can be realized by "basic" (standard)

circuits. The resulting circuits are delay-insensitive.

There are a number of variations of trace theory. For example, d,irected, trace

structures, that is, trace structures with inputs and outputs, were studied in [169, 170].

In these structures, whenever an output is connected to an input, an implicit delay

is placed between the two.

The use of trace theory in VLSI was introduced in [tOO] and applied to asyn-

chronous circuits in [45, 47,6I,144, 168, 170].

2.8 Applications of Asynchronous Circuits

Asl'nchronous circuits have a promising future due to their potential features. To

date, there have been a number of real implementations including:

o The Caltech asynchronous microprocessor 1102, 764], and the asynchronous

ARI\4 microprocessor by a group in Manchester [b7, 130, 133].

o Implementations in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) using Actel [18,

62], Montage [69], and Xilinx [b4, g7].

e A Communication chip [gg], and a post Office chip [15S].

e Neural network implementations [IZ4].

o Wavefront arbiters [611.

ø Error-corrector circuitry for Digital compact cassettes (DCC) [16b].

Most of the implementations are still for experimental purposes. However, they

have shown their potential for industrial applications.



2.9 Summary of Chapter 2

An overview of design methodologies for asynchronous circuits is presented in this

chapter. Some of the surveyed design methodologies are practical but they do not

support formal methods. Other surveyed methodologies support formal methods but

they are either too complicated for practical purposes, or they are not ready for

public usage. The availability of tools is another important aspect when selecting a

methodology. It is as important as the availability of compiler tools in the widespread

take-up of high-level languages [70].

The use of pRovrLA and SDL, which can be used to describe asynchronous

circuits at a high-level of abstraction, is the selected approach in this thesis. This

approach, by using protocol engineering, is elaborated in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

The main contribution of this chapter is its extensive overview and references to

design methodologies for asynchronous circuits. This overview includes major asyn-

chronous design methodologies, design tools, and examples of actual implementations.
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Chapter 3

Overview of Forrnal Methods f,on

Hardware Design

Non-erhaustiae testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but neuer
to show thei,r absence. (8. W. Dijkstra)

The development of hardware and software technology has resulted in complex

hardware and software designs. Traditionally, simulations have been the only tech-

nique to check the correctness of a design. Unfortunately, for complex designs, this ød

hoc technique is becoming impractical. Exhaustive testing for hardware and software

is expensive and impractical, if not impossible [22, 44]. Still, software and circuits

must be tested, especially if they are going to be used in critical applications, such as

in a heart pacemaker, a digital fiy-by-wi,re control system [44], or in a missile guidance

system. The ability to find errors as early as possible is also desirable, as this can

reduce cost tremendously in commercial designs.

Recently, there has been a trend towards formal approaches in hardware and soft-

ware design. Formal methods use mathematics or mathematical analysis techniques

in the development of a design. Exhaustive and partial simulations are replaced or

augmented with mathematical proofs or a systematic state space search. This chap-
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ter provides an overview of several fo¡mal approaches in hardware design. A survey

of formal methods in hardu'are design is available in [26, 66, 106, 157] and a related

topic is discussed in [51, 149].

In this thesis, the study is oriented towards hardware design. Fortunately, formal

methods in hardware design have had more success as compared with that in software

design [156]. This is due to the fact that:

1. The size of the problems in hardware verification are usually smaller than to

that of software. Hardware problems are well within the capabilities of existing

theorem proving tools.

2. Hardware usually implements relatively simple algorithms, leaving complex al-

gorithms to their software counterparts.

3. Hardware designers are familiar with modular designs with a small restricted

and well tested (verified) set of libraries as their building blocks. Individual

components in the library can be verified separately, reducing the complexity

of the whole design.

One serious obstacle to the use of formal methods is that mathematical expertise

is required, especially if a proof-based method is chosen. This is a problem since

mâny practitioners have limited formal education in computer science and mathe-

matics. The acceptance and success of formal methods in industry depends on the

methodology itself. The methodology should not be difficult to learn and it must be

supported by industrial-strength tools.
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3.1 Design Process

Designing a system involves three main components: speci,fi.cati,on, implementatzon,

and uerificati,on €i ualidati,on. Their interactions are shown in Figure 3.1.

' Spéclficatlon

lmpl-1 

-,, 

!mpl-2:,;1 @oo,,,lmpþN
translation

Figure 3.1: Design Process

A designer starts the process by describing what the system is intended to do. This

description is the spec'if.cati,on of the system. An implementati,on is then produced

based on the specification. Specification and implementation have different levels of

abstraction. The implementation can be automatically generated (called synthesis)

or hand-crafted by an experienced designer.

One specification can lead to several possible implementations, called alternatiue

implernentat'ions. It is also possible to translate an implementation to another imple-

mentation at the same abstraction level. An example of this action occurs r¡'hen an

optimization (e.g. area or speed optimization) is performed.

The next step is to check whether or not the implementation meets the spec-

ification and intentions. This can be done by simulation, formal verification, and

validation. The main goal of verification is to show that the implementation indeed

satisfies its specification. Validation, on the other hand, refers to human interaction

where the designer checks whether or not the implementation satisfies the user's or

designer's intention. It is possible that an implementation meets its specification,

+
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but the specification itself is at fault or does not capture what the designer wants.

This is possible due to unreadable or obscure notation used in the specification or

miscommunication between the specifier and the client.

An implementation can become a specification for a subsequent lower-level imple-

mentation. This process is repeated until the actual design (..g. u layout in hardware

design or an executable program in software design) is produced. We elaborate on

some on these components in the following sections.

The use of formal methods in hardu'are (VLSI) design can be divided into two

classes. In the first class, a provable correct design is generated from a formal speci-

fication. In the second class, a post-design verification is performed. The goal of the

latter is to guarantee the correctness of existing designs. These existing designs are

either still in use or will be reused in a subsequent svstem.

3.2 Formal Specification

in the context of hardware design, a specificat'ion is a description of what a hardu,ar-e

circuit must do without constraining how it is achieved (implemented). Specification

can be done informally with explanations in a natural language (such as in plain

English sentences) or formally with formal languages (which usually have a machine-

checkable syntax), Hardware Description Languages (HDL), or mathematical nota-

tions.

Informal specification can lead to ambiguous interpretations of imprecise or poorly-

worded descriptions. In order to avoid this problem, specification must be done

formally, as it serves as the basis or reference for implementation, verification & val-

idation, as well as documentation.
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3.2.L Choosing a Specification Language

Choosing a suitable specification language presents a problem. In general, there is

no notation that can satisfy all possible applications. Different applications require

different appropriate notations [1a]. Aspects associated with selecting a specification

language that have to be considered include:

ø efficiency,

o expressiveness,

o abstraction and hierarchical capabilities,

o ease of automation or mechanical proof.

To date, there are numerous specification languages or notations for hardware.

such as VHDL [75], Verilog [163], CIRCAL [112, 113, 114], ELLA [120], ro name

a few. Some of these languages are supported by modern Computer Aided Design

(CAD) tools.

One must rcalize that some of these HDLs are not considered formal systems, i.e.

one cannot reason about the design in that HDL directly. A transformation of the

description into a formal system is required. For example, in [171] the argument is

made that " VHDL has no formal mathematical semanti.cs as part of its defini,tion,

hence, programs wrztten i,n'it haue not been amenable to formal analgsis." He studied

a subset of the VHDL language which was then translated into HOL [65], a higher-

order theorem proving environment. Formal verification was then carried out within

HOL.

There is also an argument that the specification should be done in a formal system

(such as HOL). Once the system is verified, it is translated to an HDL for synthesis.

Unfortunately, translation from a formal specification to a less fo¡mal HDL invoh,es
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some risks. Translation by using formal specifications down to the lowest level, (e.g.

transistor level) should be avoided. In [79], Joyce et al. suggest leaving the low-ìevel

implementation (synthesis) to modern and mature CAD tools.

Another notation that has been used to specify hardware design is Z, in which

errors in some floating-point implementations have been revealed [3] Z has also been

used to verify the microcode of the Inmos T800 FPU [7S].

In many cases mathematical notation is easier to read (although Lamport [91]

claimed that the structure is the most important factor). Consider the following

example, Fermat's Last Theorem (due to [91]):

There do not exist four positive integers, the last being greater than two,

such that the sum of the first two, each raised to the po\¡/er of the fourth,

equals the third raised to that same power.

It is easier to read (although English is still partially used) as:

There do not exist integers such that z" lAn: zn,where t,U,z ) l and

n)2.

Formal specification is not limited to computer science, engineering, and mathe-

matics, but also has applications in other fields. For example, in chemistry, one ma5'

find the folloq'ing notation easier to understand than a description in plain English

(two parts of Hydrogen combined with one part of Oxygen yields two parts of water'):

2Hz -l Oz - 2HzO (3 1)

3.2.2 Formalism for asynchronous circuits

Asynchronous circuits correspond to concurrent, communicating, and distributed sys-

tems since components in asynchronous circuits run concurrently creating nondeter-



ministic inte¡leaved actions and interactions. Consequently, formalisms that sup-

port concutrent, communicating, and distributed systems are also suitable for asyn-

chronous circuits. The following is a partial list of formalisms used in concurrent

systems.

ø Actor. This is a formalism suitable for asynchronous systems, although its ap-

plication to asynchronous circuits has not been investigated. Actor is described

tn t1j.

o CCS. CCS has been used to express asynchronous circuits [10, 94, 158], horvever

communication in CCS is inherently synchronous [1].

ø Higher-order logic. In [89], FAUST (a first-order theorem prover built on top

of the HOL system) is used to show the existence of a hazard (i.e. to check the

safety property). However, the authors specifically added delay elements (i.e.

the intention is not to verify a delay-insensitive circuit).

c Temporal Logic. Bochmann [11] is probably the first to use temporal logic for

describing the behavior of asynchronous circuits. The verification of the circuit

is done through reachability analysis. The temporal ordering of actions is an

important property in asynchronous circuits. Some properties (e.g. safety) of

asynchronous circuits can be specified in temporal logic [11] and verified rvith a

model checker as is done in [16, 46, 116].

o CSP. CSP-based techniques are quite popular in the field of concurrent systems.

This approach has been adapted to asynchronous circuits, as in the works of

Martin [100, 101, 103], Ebergen [a8], van Berkel'sTangram [t66, 167, 16g]. and

hopCP 162).
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Protocol-based formalism. Components or modules in asynchronous cir-

cuits communicate through a handshaking mechanism: a protocol. Therefore,

formalisms that can be used to specify computer protocols can also be used

to specify asynchronous circuits. Examples of this approach are Murrp, AT&T

COSPAN, eRoMELA, and SDL. The use of pRoMELA is elaborated in Chap-

ter 4, while the use of SDL is elaborated in Chapter 5.

3.3 Synthesis and trmplementation

Sgnthesis refers to the automati,c generation of a circuit from a specification. The re-

sulting circuit is then claimed to be correct by constructi,on. However, since bug-fi'ee

softu'are cannot be guaranteed, there is a chance that errors are produced during syn-

thesis. To avoid this, synthesis tools must go through the same rigorous verification.

Misunderstanding and misuse of synthesis tools may also contribute to errors [59].

Therefore, post verification is still an important activity, even for automatically syn-

thesized circuits.

Hand-crafted implementations are susceptible to design errors, especially in large

designs. Thus post verification is obviously needed for this type of implementation.

3.4 Validation and Verification

Validation usually refers to human interactions where one declares an implementation

as valid based on some subjective tests or simulations. Why not test and simulate

only? First of all, testing and simulation are not scalable. An increase in complexity

makes exhaustive testing impractical. For example, a circuit with a 16-bit input

requires 216 test patterns to perform exhaustive testing. For sequential circuits, the
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number of test patterns increases since the order of test patterns is also crucial. Since

exhaustive testing is impossible, usually designers resort to a set of test cases which

are selected based on heuristic or probabilistic methods. For a critical system, this

may not be acceptable since there is a possibility that a subtle error may not be

discovered by the test cases. For example, the recently discovered Intel Pentium FPU

bug theoreticalty manifests itself once every 9 to 10 billion operand pairs [175], anJ

yet the bug hit a user not long after the chip was introduced.

Verification, on the other hand, is a formal (i.e., analytical) demonstration that an

object (implementation) correctly meets its specification. Verification may even be

used before any implementation exits and verification considers all possible situations.

Verification attempts to overcome the deficiencies in testing and simulation. One way

to put it is [106]:

"The difference between formal ueri,ficati,on and simulati.on i.s si,mi,lar to

the difference between deri,ui,ng laws in phgsics from fi.rst pri,nci,ples and

p erf orrning erp eriments. "

Unfortunately, performing a formal verification on complex or VLSI-size circuits

can be difficult. A design strategy, Des'ign for Veri,fi,abi,lity, is then advocated. This

strategy integrates verification into the design process. In essence, the designers are

restricted to well known constructions which are known to simplify the potential

behavior of the hardware being designed [114], e.g. the use of a global clock to reduce

the state space. Unfortunately, this approach is too restrictive and cannot be used

for designing asynchronous circuits.

Validation and verification are not academic exercises anymore. They have in-

creasing industrial importance, as shown by the bug found on the Pentium chip [98].
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3.5 What can be verified?

Verification can be applied to the specification and to the implementation. In the

former case) we want to make sure that the specification is indeed what we want. This

can be done by "executing" the specification (for specifications that can be executed),

or by providing consequences or proofs of certain properties. In the latter, verification

is done to make sure that the implementation "satisfi.es" the specification. The term

"satisfies" can be interpreted in severaì ways (depending on the application):

o The implementation exhibits the exact same behavior as the specification (i.e.

they have the same state space.) This can be checked with bi,simulatton or by

proving tautology. This strict an equivalence may be too restrictive for some

applications.

o The implementation is more general than the specification. That is, the im-

plementation has larger input and output sets (spaces) as compared with the

specification. The implementation is capable of handling more input combina-

tions than the soecification.

ø The implementation implements only a subset of the specification (i.e. the

implementation has a smaller input set). However, for inputs that are not

in the input set, it does not exhibit erroneous outputs. It does not produce

anything. This type of implementation may be suitable for some applications.

Properties that can be verified:

o Functionality. The functionality verification ensures that the implementation

exhibits the expected functionality.

o Safety and liueness properties. The safetg property indicates conditions that

should not happen. For example, for an ARBITER, the safety property guarantees



that only one task may be granted the access signal at a time. The liueness

property guarantees that something good will happen. Fo¡ example, \f an access

signal is granted, then eventually the task will access and then release the

resource.

Timing properties. Timing properties are needed for performance guârantees,

or time-critical applications, or for fault tolerance.

3.6 Formal Verification Methods

Formal verification methods follow three main paths: state-erpLoration methods, logic

or proof-based methods by using automated theorem provers, and symbolzc szmula-

tion 166). These paths are elaborated in the following sections.

3.6.1 State-space exploration method

In this approach, the implementation is translated into a state-transition struct,ure,

e.g. a finite state machine (FSM) or an automata. State exploration algorithms (e.g.

reachabzlity analgsis or model checki,ng) are used to show that the behavior of the

implementation satisfies the specification. If the specification is violated, usually a

trace of a counter-example can be shown.

The model in this approach is restricted to be finite-state. The biggest drawback

of this method is the possibility of having a state-space erplos'ion. This is a serious

problem in a system where multiple components operate in parallel. As a result,

the number of states grows exponentially with the number of components. Although

various reduction techniques can be applied to reduce the complexity, methods that

rely on explicit state representation suffer from the state explosion problems. We will
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discuss such an approach in Chapter 4, where PROMELA, a language used to model

computer protocols, is used to speci,fg asynchronous circuits. Reachability analysis

using SPIN (an automated tool) will be used to verify the circuits.

Another example of reachability analysis is the verification of. sgnchron'ized transi,-

tion (ST) programs, which can be used to describe asynchronous circuits [tSf] Thil

is achieved by translating an ST description into a functional language FL program.

The reachability analysis is carried out by the FL program. Yet another example of

finite state machine verification is the PROLOG program called Veri,fy [6, 5].

A different type of state-exploration method is temporal logic model checking 134,

95]. Temporal log'ic can be used for specifying propositions which change over time

without introducing time explicitly. Verification is done through rnodel checking in

which the implementation is described as labeled transitions (such structures are

called Kripke models), and the possible transitions are explored lzal. An algorithm

(".S. CTL model checking or a Binary Decision Diagram-based technique) is then

used to verify the system [95]. In the field of hardware design, a technique to extract

the Kripke structure from a gate-level description of a circuit is explained in [a6].

An advantage of the state-exploration methods is that they can be automated

and need little human intervention. Although state-exploration methods could be

used to verify a large state space system (".g. u system with 1020 states or more [21]),

fundamentally it is restricted to smaller sizes due to the state-space explosion problem.

3.6.2 Logic or proof-based methods

In this approach, the specification and implementation are translated or transformed

into some form of formal logic (see Figure 3.2). At this point, the verification is

carried out by using a checker or an automated theorem prover, for example by
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checking for logical equivalence of the two logic representations [13g]. Ideally, given a

set of axioms, the theorem prover could come up with a proof or counter-proof that

the specification and implementation logics are equivalent or that the implementation

implies the specification.

' Specification

{ehavior
íl***à.
lStructure ;

1. \
Þpecmcalron

\ logic _/
lmplementation

\ logic _/

Checker

yes ??? no

Figure 3.2: Proof-based verification process

This approach is based on mathematical logic, in which a formal language is used

to represent logical truths and logical methods. The application of mathematical

logic to digital circuits is a technological "accident", where the two symbols (,,0', and

"1") happen to be used to represent signals in the circuits. The "0" symbol can be

used as a synonym for FALSE and "1" for TRUE. Consequently, mathematical logic

can be used to study gate-level digital circuits [66].

In state-exploration methods (described previously) the main interest is the be-

havior or functionality of the system, whereas the proof-based approach seems to work

better with the structure of the circuit [55]. An advantage of proof-based methods is

that the properties of systems with infinite states can be proven by using ind,uction

prznczples- There is a strong claim that hardware verification needs more than model

checking [148].
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One major disadvantage of a proof-based method is that it requires a great deal

of user interaction, sophistication and an understanding of both theorem proving

and the structure of the circuit under investigation. It is unfortunate that many

practitioners (circuit designers) do not have this background.

There are several available logics used for hardware verification. For a more de-

tailed description, refer to standard texts on mathematical logic, such as [9]. Th;

following is a list of examples of logics for hardware specification and verification:

1. First-Order Logic (FOL). FAUST, a first-order theorem prover built on top

of HoL, has been used to verify digital circuits [82, 88, 8gl. OTTER is another

FOL theorem prover f251.

2. Boyer-Moore Logic. Hunt, in [7a], verified the FM8b01, a 16-bit micropro-

cessor similar in complexity to a PDP-i1 with Boyer-N4oore logic. German

and Wang used Boyer-Moore logic to formally verify parameterized hardu'ar-e

designs [58].

3. Higher-Order Logic. There have been a number of specifications and ver-

ifications with higher-order logic. Hanna and Daeche [67] were the first to

use higher-order logic to verify hardware designs with their VBRlres system.

HOL [65], a theorem proving environment which supports higher-order logic,

seems to be a popular tool. Examples of higher-order logic usage in hardrn'are

design are provided in [23, 63, 80, 87, 88, 89, 114, 147]. Complex circuits such as

microprocessors have been verified with HoL (e.g. in [80]), as has the vIpER

microprocessor in [37, 96]). There are other theorem proving systems that sup-

port higher-order logic, such as vBRrrRs [68], pvs [41,40], EHDv [146], and

Isabelle [129].
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3.6.3 Symbolic simulation

In syrnboli'c s'irnulation, a simulator is used to perform verification. In addition to "0",

"1", and "X" (undefined), the simulator also accepts Boolean variables [66]. There

is a variation of this new emerging approach, called symbolic trajectory eualuation

integrated in a formal system called Voss [tSf].

The main advantage of symbolic simulation is the avoidance of explicit state-

transition graphs. Thus it will reduce the complexity and should be able to handle

large systems.

3.7 Summary of Chapter 3

Formal verification is one aspect of formal methods. Three verification methods are

available: state-space exploration, proof-based , and symbolic simulation. In this

thesis, the main focus is on formal verification through state-space exploration. This

approach is selected because it can be automated. The selected design methodol-

ogy, verification through protocol engineering with PRoMELA and SDL, supports

the state-space exploration method. This approach is elaborated in chapter 4 and

chapter 5. An initial attempt at proof-based verification is also presented in chapter 6.

The main contribution of Chapter 3 is an overview of formal methods specifically

applied to hardware design.
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Chapter 4

State Space Exploration-based

Verification of Asynchronous

Circuits

Verification of asynchronous systems is difficult due to concurrency which can result

in a large state space. In this chapter we explore the verification of asynchronous

circuits based on state exploration techniques. The circuit under study is modeled in

a language called PRoMELA and an automated tool called sp¡lrl is used to verifl'the

circuit. Two types of asynchronous circuits are modeled and verified in this chapter:

a fundamental rnode circuit and an i,nput-outp¿ú mode circuit.

4.L Introduction to PROMELA and SPINT

PRoMELA is a language developed by G. Holzmann [73] to model computer proto.

cols. It is based on Hoare's CSP [72]. In this chapter we use eRoMELA to model

asynchronous circuits.
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SPIN is an automated tool used to verify models written in PRoMËLA. It performs

state space exploration or reachabzlitE analys¿s. One can write certain conditions that

have to be checked by sPlN. SPIN is then executed to show the correctness of the

property, or to provide a counter-example if the property is incorrect.

The main contribution of this chapter is an exploration of computer protocol

development tools and the extension of their application to asynchronous circuits.

These efforts were among the first attempts in evaluating and demonstrating their

use in modeling and verifying asynchronous circuit implementations. A more compact

representation of this chapter has been published in [141].

Compared with other surveyed methodologies, discussed in chapter 2, pRoMELA

is selected due to the following practical reasons:

1. PROMELA is based on Hoare's CSP and it is amenable to formal methods.

2. The language PRoMELA is similar to the C language which is commonly used

in the industry. Therefore, the learning curve to master pRoMrLR should not

be too steep.

3. The availability of automated tools, such as sPtN, helps in automating the

validation and the verification of circuit desiens.

4. PRoMELA abstracts a design into communicating processes (higher abstrac-

tion) instead of gate components (lower level of abstraction).

5. There is a straight forward translation from a gate-level netlist (a list of com-

ponents and their connections) into PROMELA statements.
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4.2 Modeling and Verification of an Input-Output

Mode Circuits

One of the difficulties in designing asynchronous circuits is to guarantee a hazard-free

circuit. A hazard is a special type of race. A race is a condition whereby several

signal values are changing due to an input transition. Races that can lead to a state

differing from the predicted one are called critical rz.ces. In a sequential circuit, this

could lead to a steady-state error. It should be noted that critical races are well

known problems in concurrent systems [43,81]. This correspondence illustrates the

relationship between asynchronous circuits and concurrent systems.

A number of hazard analysis techniques have been proposed, such as the use of

three-valued simulation [50], multi-valued simulation [2], algebras [53, 104, 107], and

the use of trace structures [45]. In this section and its subsections we show the use

of pRoH¡rLA and sPlN to find hazards in a C-element, a commonly used component

in asynchronous circuits.

4.2.L Circuit IJnder Studv

A C-element is an element commonly used in asynchronous circuits to merge events

(also called a MERGE, J0IN1, or RENDEZVOUS). The C-element has been selected as the

circuit under study due to its common usage in asynchronous designs. The Truth

Table of a 2-input C-element is shown in Table 4.1. In this table, z¿ indicates the

current output value, and. z¿¡1 indicates the next output value. A possible gate-level

implementation of this C-element is shown in Figure 4.1.

It is trivial to verify, with the no-delay (zero gate and wire detay) assumption, that
rA JOIN has a more restricted behavior compared to a C-element in that once an input is

asserted, it cannot be withdrawn.
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Table 4.1: Truth table of a 2-input C-element

Figure 4.1: Gate level implementation of 2-input C-element

the circuit functions as a C-element. Unfortunately, if we use the speed-independent

model - where the gate delays are unknown - and the i,nput-output mode of operation,

this implementation contains a critical race which ]eads to incorrect behavior.

The explanation is as follows. Suppose gate 0R1 is much slower compared to the

other gates, or path (wire) b is much longer compared to the other wires. We start

'with "0" at both input r and y. Let the inputs r and g both change from "0" to

"1" (00 ---+ 11) simultaneously. output z will change from "0" to "1", due to path ø

(but assume that path b is still "0"). Suddenly z changes back to "0" (11 --- 01). It

is possible that path ø will become "0" before path b becomes "1" resulting in a "0"

at the output z, which is an error. This scenario is summarized in Table 4.2. It has

been proven in [i9] that there is no hazard-free implementation of a C-element using

only 2-input gates.

Table 4.2: Value ch the C-ele t shown in Figure 4.1
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4.2.2 PROMELA Model

A PROMELA model of our C-element is shown below. Text between the symbols /x

and */ is a comment.

/* declaration */
bit a, b, c, x, y, z, oldz;
bit wait;

/* macros x/
#define AND(x,y,out) (out l= (x&&y)) -> out = x&&y
#define 0R(in1,in2,out) (out t= (inllllnZ)) -> out = inlllinZ

/+ main block */
init
(

sf imrrlrrqll.

mnni lnr l) .

AND(x, y,a) /* AND1 */
0R(x, y,b) /* 0R1 */
AND(b,z,c) /+ AND2 */
OR(a,c,z) /+ OÈ2 */

]
The model looks somewhat like a C program. It begins with declarations of

signals or variables used in the circuit. In this example \/e use global declarations.

These variables form the state of the circuit. The declarations are followed by macros

(indicated by the def ine directive) to implement logic functions (AND, 0R). N4acros

are similar to macros in a C program, since the source text is processed by a C

preprocessor. These macros will be elaborated upon in the next few paragraphs. The

"init" keyword is comparable to the function 'hainO" in a standard C program,

inside of which we have two parallel processes, indicated by the "run" kel'word, and

the connections of AND and 0R gates which form the implementation.

In PROMELA two colons (::) indicate choices, one of which will be selected on

each cycle. In the example section we have four choices: AND1, 0R1, AND2. and 0R2.

?1ìn

run
do



On each cycle one of these will be selected and executed, causing the output value of

the gate to be evaluated. This technique provides non-deterministic delays to each

gate and path, modeling speed-zndependence.

A statement in PRoMELA is either executable or blocked depending on the values

of variables in the statement. For example, in the statement "P --- Q", Q will be

executed if P is evaluated to true. P is a statement, but it can also be vierved

as a condition or a guard. In the earlier fragment, the AND macro is executed if

"(out t= x &.þ. y)" is evaluated to true, that is if the output of an AND gate must be

changed. The "&&" indicates a logical AND operation. The do-loop, indicated by the

keywords "do" and "od," represents a repetition. In our model we have four options

within the do-loop. Only one gate is selected arbitrarily for execution at a time. The

AND and 0R macros are written in this way to give "equal" execution cycles to all gates

that need to be evaluated. That is, if the output of a gate is correct, it does not need

to be evaluated. It sets the condition or guard to be false and that statement rvill

not be selected during the current cycle. This technique is used to avoid a condition

in which one gate is selected and evaluated infinitely often whiìe the rest are not

evaluated, resulting in an artificially incorrect behavior. This is possible due to the

lack of a fairness property in PROMELA.

The "stimulusO" process supplies input patterns to the circuit. Care must be

taken in this process. Inputs must not change until the effect of previous input change

is observed at the output (modeling i,nput-output mode). Otherwise, if inputs change

too fast and are not absorbed by any gate, this situation may produce another artifi-

cially incorrect behavior. It should be noted that the effect at the output may be due

to one or a combination of several paths. Other paths may still be in transition (in

an unstable state) Ieading to races and hazards if they exist. This approach corre-

sponds to the input-outpzú mode of the circuit. The technique could be implemented



by setting a flag, called "uz.it' (the name is unimportant), which indicates that the

system has absorbed the inputs and is ready for another input change. The process

"stinulusO" must wait until the "wait" flag is set to "0". Once the "stirnulusO"

receives this condition, it toggles the value of ø or g and sets the wait fl,ag to "1".

proctype stinuluso
(

qrait == 0 -)
¡1 r7z=z .
v¡sg g 

t

if
:: x = l-x
:: Y = 1-Y
fi.
-+ t

wai-t = 1

Ì

System monitoring is done by another process,

mentation. This process waits until the output is

then sets the "wa'it" flag to "0".

proctype nonitoro
{

called 'honitorO" in this imple-

correct for the current inouts and

do

do
walt == 1 ->

if
:: (x==0

:: (x--=l
:: (x!=y
Tì'

--^:! 
- ^wdrL - v

y==0 && z==0)
y==7 ù.k z==t)
z==oldz)

kk
ka
e,a

Ì

Process 'honitorO" starts when ",Ìt)ait" is set to "1". It will then wait until one

of the three conditions is true, that is until an appropriate output has been observed.

It will then continue by setting the "wa'it" flug to "0", letting the "stinulusO"
process change the inputs. Notice that we have only conditions in the tÍ - fr,block



since in PROMELA there is no difference between conditions and statements. For

example, we can view the statement "(x = 1-x)" as a condition which is always

true, i.e. assignments always produce a true value.

To check the correctness of the behavior of our circuit we are going to use a "tem-

poral claim." Before we do that, we have to identify what are considered correct or

incorrect behaviors for our circuit. Informally, a 2-input C-element has the following

properties:

f . if both inputs ø and g have the same value, propagate the value to the output

7

2. if the values of z and g are different, that is (x != y), then the output z must

hold its previous value (z == oldz).

Any correct implementation of a C-element should not violate the above proper-

ties. A race, for example, could violate the above properties. We will shorv that our

implementation of the C-element (shown in Figure 4.1) violates the second property.

Before writing the specification of the C-element in PROMELA, an introduction

to specifying correctness requirements in PRoMELA is in order. In pROMELA) we

can formalize l'iuelocks (something cannot happen infinitely often) with a special

PROMELA label called "acceptance-state label." An acceptance-state label is a label

which is started with the character sequence "accept." We can use acceptT, acceptl,

or acceptable as acceptance labels. To quote from [73]:

An acceptance-state label marks a state that may not be part of a sequence

of states that can be repeated infinitely often.

We will use acceptance-state labels in the specification of our C-element.



A correctn"rr ràquirument in PROMELA can be done throu gh a "temporal claim."

Temporal claims define temporal ordering of properties of states. To illustrate the use

of a temporal claim, we borrow the example from [73]. We can use a temporal claim

to express the requirement that "every state in which property P is true is follou'ed

by a state in which property Q is true," by using the following statement:

P->Q

All correctness criteria in PRoMELA are based on properties that are claimed to

be irnpossible. The notation for temporal claims is

never {...}

The temporal claim is a finite state machine (FSN4), that is why it is also called a

"cla'im FSM."

The requirement of the previous example is written as

never {
do
:: skip
od;
P -> !Q )

The above temporal claim states that "it is impossible for a state in which P is

true to be followed by a state in which property Q is false." The "sk'ip" statement

in the above temporal claim is needed so that the claim is independent of the initial

sequence of events. If it is omitted, the requirement is matched only when, at the

first state the property of P is true and, at the second state the property of Q is

false. The requirement cannot be matched if, at the first state the property of P is

false, but at the second state P is true and at the third state Q is false. That is, the

incorrect condition is not at the beginning of the sequence. This is not what we want.
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By having the "slcip" statement, the sequences where the truth value of P changes

from true to false a few times are permitted by the above claim.

An automatic validator, such as SPIN, matches the proposition in the temporal

claim (clai,m FSM) in every state of the system. As the system state changes, the

validator also moves the state of the claim FSM from one proposition to the next one.

To quote from [73]:

To match a temporal claim, at every state in a sequence of states, the

proposition at the corresponding state in the claim FSlt4 must be true.

If the temporal claim is fully matched, i.e. the temporal claim is completed, then a

behavior which is claimed to be impossible is found.

The properties of a 2-input C-element can be rewritten as:

f . if both inputs r and g have the same value, then the value of the ourpur z

should not be diffe¡ent than the input.

2. If the values of z and gr are different, then the value of the output z should not

change.

The temporal claim of the above properties can be written as follows.

never {
do
:: skip
:: (x t= !) -> goto accept0
:: (x == y) -> goto acceptl
od;

accept0:
do
:: (z l= oldz)
od;

acceptl:
do
:: (z !=xllzl=y)
od
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The explanation of the above claim is as follows. The "skip" in the frrst do-loop

matches anything, i.e. the condition is permitted to hold in any number of initial

steps. If the "skip" is omitted, then the proposition is only matched against the first

two reachable states.

At some non-deterministic time, either proposition "(x l= y)" or "(¡ == y)"

in the claim FSM can be matched. Depending on the proposition matched in the

previous state, we then move to either "accept7" or "acceptl." For example, if in the

previous state the proposition "(x != y)" is matched, then the claim FSM is moved

to the "accept}" label. Here, we use the acceptance-state label to indicate that the

claim FS\4 cannot remain in this state infinitely often (liuelock). In other words, we

want to express that if the values of z and g are different (x ! = y) then the output

should not change or the system cannot remain infinitely often in a state where the

proposition "(z != ol-dz)" is true. (Compare this with the second property of the

C-element.) If at the"accepú0" labelthestatement"(z != oldz)" isnot,executable.

then the proposition is false, which means the system behaves correctly (z == oldz).

We can truncate the search at this path and start looking at other reachable system

states. If at the "a,ccept}" label the statement "(z != oldz)" is true infinitely often

(livelock), then an error (called an acceptance cycle) is found.

4.2.3 Verification Results

A complete PROMELA model of our C-element was verified with SptN on a UNIX

workstation. An acceptance cgcle was found. The final state shows the following

variables:

wait = 1

d-v

b=1
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oldz = 1

x=0
-- 

- 
I

)=o
From the above result we can see that (x l= y) but z did not retain its value

(z l= oldz). An incorrect behavior is found. The values of the variables are the

same as those shown in row 3 of Table 4.2. Curious readers can use SptN to trace the

execution and monitor the variables.

A common technique used to overcome critical races is to include additional prime

(redundant) implicants. Unfortunately, it has been proven that there is no implemen-

tation of a hazard-free C-element from only 2-input gates [191.

4.2.4 Other C-elements

In this section we show various implementations of C-elements and verify their prop-

erties by modeling them in pRoMELA and verifying the models with sprN.

A possible implementation of a hazard-free C-element was proposed by Oleg

Mayevsky [83], and it is shown in Figure 4.2. rt has the following equations:

At:r*A

y2: not(r .A .As)

Uz : not(At.U¿)

ga : not(gz.Us)

z:A2.A4 (4 1)

The circuit was modeled in PROMELA and verified with spr¡1. (The complete

PROMELA model is listed in Appendix A.) This implementation was found to be
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Figure 4.2: Hazard-free C-element

hazard-free. This does not violate the result in [t9] as it uses a 3-input gate.

Another C-element implementation that is commonly used is shown in Figure 4.3.

This circuit has the following equation [107]:

zt:a.b*a'z*b.z (4 2\

Figure 4.3: Hazardous C-element

Unfortunately, this implementation contains a critical race in the speed-independent

model. It could be easily verified that signal ¿ and b transitions from 00 -.+ 11 ---+ 01

could result in an incorrect behavior. For example, if gate AND3 is slower compared

to the rest of the gates, a transition from all "0" to all "1" (i.e.,00 --- 11) could

go through gate AND2, while the output of gate AND3 is still "0". If this condition is

followed by a 11 ---+ 01 transition, the circuit could produce a "0" at the ourput, an

incorrect behavior. (The enoMELA model is listed in Appendix B.)

A summary of the above result is given in Table 4.3. A more elaborate description

is found in [1a3].
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Table 4.3: Summar ofi mode C-element verificationlnput-output mode
Circuit critical race
Figure 4.1
Mayevski (Figure 4.2)
I\4ajority (Figure 4.3)

yes

no
yes

4.3 Modeling and Verification of a F undamental

Mode Circuit

In this section we show the use of pRovELA and sptN to find a hazard in a

fundamental-mode circuit, i.e. the circuit must be stabilized completelv before an-

other input change can be applied.

Figure 4.4: fundamental-mode circuit

Figure 4.5: K-map of circuit unde¡ study

Figure 4.4 shows a circuit that contains a hazard. Its Karnaugh map is shou,n in

Figure 4.5. (For now, ignore the dashed lines and gate.) The circuit has the follorving

Boolean function: F : acd,*bcd.

cd
ab

00 01 11 1_0

00
01
l_1
l_0

i¡.'
€ Þ
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The following explanation shows that the implementation is not a hazard-free one.

During a signal c transition, there is a possible hazard generated depending on the

delays of the inverter and wires. A possible scenario is shown in Table 4.4. In this

situation, c (indicated as "cbar" in the Table) is changing from "1" to "0" while the

other input signals are constant. As shown in rows 5 and 6 of Table 4.4, there is a

momentary dip (negative-going pulse), or hazard, at the output (F).

Table 4.4: Hazardous transitions of the circuit under studv

4.3.L PROMtrLA model

The PROMELA model of our circuit is as follorvs.

/* declarations *,/
bit a, abar, b, c, cbar, d, f;
bit oldf; /* old value of. d */
bit n1, n2;
bit newp; /* ner.¡ pattern */

#define AND3(x,y,z,out) (out != (x&&y&&z)) -> out = xkky&,kz
#define OR2(x,y,out) (out != (xlly)) -> out = xlly
#define OR3(x,y,z,out) (out != (xllyllz)) -> out = xllyllz
#define INV(in,out) (out != (l-in)) -> out = (1-in)

proctype netlisto
(

do

if

rowf abar cbar b d n1 n2 c F
I
2

ö
/l
I

1

I
1

i

1*
0

0

0

1

1

1

1

_t

1

I

1

1
I

1*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
nx

1
1I

1

1x
L

o

i
1

0

0

1

I
1

_t

0

0

0+

1

1

1

0

0*
7 I 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
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fi
UY

AND3(abar, cbar, d, n1);
INV(cbar, c);
AND3(b, c, d, n2);
0R2 (n1 ,n2,1) i

wP=o

od

)

proctype stimuluso
{

do
: : tiroeout -)

atonic {
newP=1;
oLdf=f;
if

abar = l-abar
b=1-b
cbar = 1-cbar
d=1-d

od

)

init
J
L

atonic{abar=O; cbar=O; b=0; d=0; newp=1 };
atonic {

run stinulusO;
run netlisto
Ì

]

never {
do

:: skip
i: (newp=-g && oldf != f) -> break /* tra¡sition */
od;
do
:: ((newp==g¡ && (oldf != f))
:: ((newp==g¡ && (oldf -= f)) -> break /* splke/dip */
od

]

rr r

I

oÐ



The description begins with declarations, followed by the actual implementation

which consists of connections of the gates. This is done by using a process called

"netlistO" (the name is not important). Double colons (: :) indicate options

and the "do-od'construct indicates repetition. The "i,f-fi'construct selects one of

the options. It indicates that on each cycle, one of the gates is selected and is

evaluated. This process is repeated until all gates are stabilized, and then the process

"netlistO" is blocked.

The next description is a process called "stimuIusO". (Again, the name is not

important.) This process is started with the special PROMELA keyword "timeout,"

which is set to false (by the PROMELA definition of timeout) until there is no more

action in the model at which time it will be set to true. This technique implements

lhe fundamental rnode operation of the circuit, i.e. it waits until the circuit stabilizes

completely, then sets the "newp" flag to "1" (indicating a nerÃ¡ pattern has been

received), memorizes the output value "f" into "oIdf" (oldf=f), and changes the

input by toggling one of the input variables.

The "never {. . . }" construct is the specification (clai,m FSM) that we want to

verify. In our particular case) we want to express the non-existence of hazar-ds. The ex-

planation of this cla'im FSII is as follows. At some non-deterministic time, the propG-

sition "((newp == 0) && (oldf l= f))" can be matched, i.e. there is a transitio¡

at the output (oldf != f ) without a new input pattern being applied (newp == 0).

We then move to the second do-odloop in the cla'im FSM. We stay there until a neu,

pattern is applied (which will set "newp = 1"),or there is no new input pattern but

the output changes back to its previous value (newp == 0)&&(o1df == f). In the

first case, a new input pattern is applied (newp - 1), and the search through this

path is truncated because none of the statements in the second do-loop is executable.

We restart the claim FSM. In this case, the circuit does not produce a hazard. In the
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second case, a hazard is detected and the ternporal clatm is completed. This means

that the claim FSM is matched and an incorrect behavior is detected. The above

claim corresponds to a stati,c hazard, i.e. for one input change there is a momentary

spike (0--- 1 ---+ 0) or dip (1 * O ---+ 1) generated at the output.

4.3.2 Verification Results

The complete model was executed by SPIN on a UNIX workstation, and a hazard

was found. The final state shows the following values, which are the values of row 7

in Table 4.4.

n1 --0
n2=I
-p=0
abar = 1

cbar = 0

oldf = 1 [previous value of F]
a=0
b=1
newp = 0
¡-1

d=1
f = 1 [value of F]

4.3.3 Hazard Removal

A common method to combat static hazards is to add redundant prime implicants.

In this particular circuit we can add another term, indicated by the dashed lines

and gate in Figure 4.4. With the additional term, the Boolean function becomes

F : acd, * bcd + abd. This additional term corresponds to the dashed line in the

Karnaugh map shown in Figure 4.5.
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The additional term was added to the original eRoMELA model and the new

model was verified throush a full state space search. No hazard was found.

4"4

o The use of PROMELA as a specification language for hardware designs was

presented.

Verifications of several asynchronous circuits through state space exploration

were demonstrated.

e Programming techniques to model input-output mode, fundamental mode, and

speed independence in PROMELA were developed and were presented.

The main contribution of this chapter is the adaptation of protocol specification

and verification methodology to the specification and verification of asynchronous

circuits. This work is one of the first attempts to use PRoMELA and SptN for-

the specification and verification of hardware designs. Possible follow-up projects

would include the extensions of these techniques to larger circuits or systems, and the

development of graphical interface tools to design PRoMELA systems (similar to the

graphical tools used in the designing of SDL systems which will be discussed in the

following chapter).

Sumrnary of Chapter 4
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Chapter 5

Design and Analysis of a

Counterflow Pipeline Processor

In Chapter 4, we presented the verification of several asynchronous circuits through

state-space explorations. In this chapter r,¡/e extend the methodology to specify and

verify an asynchronous system. The system under study is the Sproull's Counterfi,ow

Pzpeline Processor (CFPP) [15a]. We use the Speci,fi,cation and. Description Language

(SDL) as the specification language. Simulations are done throu gh Message Sequence

Charts (1\4SCs), which illustrate causal relationships. Validation and verification are

done with the SDTI validation tool, which performs state-space explorations. The

concept of this chapter has been published in [Iaz)

5.1 Introduction to SDL

SDL [27] is a specification language commonly used in telecommunications. it is

standardized by the ITU-T (formerly called CCITT) as the Recomrnend,ati,on 2.100.
I SDT is an SDL tool developed by Telelogic.
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SDL has two representational forms: graphical (SDL-GR) and textual (SDL-PR).

The basis for describing SDL behavior is Ertended Fi,ni.te State Machi,nes (EFSlt4s),

which are represented by SDL processes. Communications between processes and the

environment are done through si,gnals. For a more detailed description of SDL, we

refer the reader to [8, 52,727,I42].

Compared to the other methods surveyed, SDL is selected as the specification

language in this approach for the following reasons:

1. High-leuel abstraction. The availability of Abstract Data Types (ADT) in SDL

makes it possible for designers to concentrate on the communication aspects of

the system instead of dealing with low-level bits and bytes.

2. Graphi,cal representati,on. The availability of user friendly graphical representa-

tion in SDL (SDLGR) is an appealing factor to many designers. The graphical

representation is also generally accepted for documentation purposes.

3. Quick learni,ng curue. Unlike the other formal systems surveyed, such as HOL [65]

or PVS [41, 40], SDL has a relatively quick learning curve. While there may be

more expressive design methodologies or specification languages, most of them

tend to be too mathematical, too difficult to use, and they require a great deaì

of training.

4. Auai,Iabili,ty of industri,al-strength tools. One of the most important factors of

a successful design methodology is the availability of industrial-strength tools

that can cope with real designs. There are at least three commercial industrial-

strength SDL tools: SDT from Telelogic, GE)DE from Verilog, and MELBA

from Collaborat'iue Informati,on Technologg Research Insti,tute (Australia).
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5. Well prouen. SDL has been used to specify commercial applications by compa-

nies such as AT&T and Siemens.

The semantic models of SDL are suitable for asynchronous systems. To quote

from [t36]2:

"In SDL, a system is descri,bed as asynchronous communicating ertend,ed,

finite state mach'ines... In an SDL system descripti,on, the communication

between structural elements may i,nclude delay of arb,itrarE length."

SDL is perfect for specifying speed-zndependenú asynchronous circuits, which are the

natural implementations of the CFPP. A speed-independent circuit is a circuit that

operates correctly regardless the delays of its components.

we use ,9DT version 3.0, an sDL tool developed by Telelogi,c [162], on a sun

workstation running OpenWindows. The SDT tool allows designers to work with

the graphical (SDL-GR) and the textual (SDLPR) representations of SDL systems.

The SDT tool has various useful features; such as the ability to view the behavioral

aspects of SDL systems through Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), and the abilitl, t6

validate SDL systems through state space explorations. Version 3.0 of the SDT tool

implements SDL92 [52], which extends the SDL language with an object-oriented

design methodology.

5.2 Counterflow Pipeline Processor

In [154], Sproull et al. elaborate on a novel processor architecture called the,,Coun-

terfl'ow P'ipeli,ne Processor" (CFPP or SCPP). This processor has a regular structure

consisting of. stage blocks and processors which are connected in a pipeline fashion
zThey identified this description in a different context, but it applies well to the prese¡t case.
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as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Ðach stage block consists of an instructi,on register and

a result register, which are shown in Figure 5.2. CFPPs have a unique feature, in

that instructions and results flow in opposite directions. When an 'instruction meets

a result in a stage block, both the instruction and the result are sent to the processor

connected to the stage block The processor executes the instruction, and then passes

a modified or a new tnstruction as well as the result back to the stage block. There

is a variant of CFPP called SCPP-A [i18] in which some of these operations are

simplified.

Øo

stage(i+2) processor(i+2)

stage(i+1) processor(i+1 )

stage(i) processor(¡)

Figure 5.1: Counterflow Pipeline Processor architecture

Instruction Results

ffit--T--_l

Figure 5.2: The contents of the stage block



The nature of CFPP lends itself to asynchronous implementations, i.e. .local com-

munications are used instead of a global clock. Possible asynchronous implementa-

tions of the SCPP-A are described in [86, 176]. However, their design methodologies

only deal with the control part of the CFPP, whereas our approach with SDL in-

corporates the data part in the design. Depending on the variant of the CFPP, the

flow of instructions and results may depend on the contents of the instruction and

the result registers. The benefit of our approach is the ability to design and analyze

a complete system. For example, one can visually inspect (with Message Sequence

Charts) the flow of data, or one can study the effects of an execution of a certain

instruction. This visual inspection ability is important in a real environment.

5.3 SDt specification of the CFPP

We make assumptions that Lhe 'instructzon register contains fields for three accu-

mulators3, and that the result register contains fields for two accumulators. This

assumption is shown in Figure 5.3. We assume we have three accumulators: "4",
ttBtt, and ttC".

Instruction Register

Opcode Sourcel Valuel Validl Source2 Value2 Valid2 Dest Value3 Valid3

Result Register

Resultl Valuel Validl Result2 Value2 Valid2

Figure 5.3: Register layout

The CFPP system is partitioned into manageable functional modules: Lhe proces-

3In this chapter, the term "accumulator" refers to a register within the instruction or the result
register.
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Table 5.1: The fields of the instruction register

Fields Type Description
Opcode
Sourcel
Valuel
Validl
Source2
Value2
Valid2
Dest
Value3
Valid3

Charstring
Character
Integer
Boolean
Character
Integer
Boolean
Character
Integer
Boolean

instruction/opcode
operand 1

value of operand 1

validity flag of operand 1

operand 2

value of operand 2

validity flag of operand 2

destination/result accumulator
value of destination accumulator
validity flag of destination accumulator

sor block and the stage block These modules communicate with each other through

a protocol which is to be developed. When needed, data (the value of the instruction

and the result registers) are passed as parameters.

We use a data structure similar to the data structure suggested in [154], The data

structure can be easily implemented in SDL using the "NEWTYPE" construct, which

resembles a record (in the Pascal language) or a struct (in the C language). The signal

specifications (shown in Figure 5.4) show, among other things, the descriptions of tu'o

new types: InstTgpe (for instruction type) and ResTgpe (for result type). These two

types are used for passing parameters in signals inst, res, and procData. The InstType

type has a set of fields and types listed in Table 5.1. For example, the first field of

the InstTEpe type is an " Opcode" which has the SDL Charstring (character string)

type. An example of data of type InstTgpe is

(.,LDD,,,4,, O, false,,B,, O, fa]se, rCr,24, true.).

Similarly, the ResType type has two result registers: resultl and resultL. The

explanation is similar to the previous, hence it is omitted.
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SIGNAL
InstType,ResType),
procDone,
ype), Res(FìesType),
readyforlnst, inst Rece¡ved,

resReq, readyforRes, ResReceived;

signallist sctrl = instReq, readyforlnst, inslReceived,
resReq, readyforRes, ResReceived;

NEWTYPE InstType
STRUCT
Opcode Charstring;
Sourcel Character:
Valuel Integer;
Validl Boolean:
Source2 Character:
Value2 Integer;
Valid2 Boolean:
Dest Character;
Value3 lnteger;
Valid3 Boolean;

ENDNEWTYPE InstType;

NEWTYPE ResTvpe
STBUCT
Resultl Character;
Valuel Integer;
Validl Boolean;
Result2 Character;
Value2 Integer;
Valid2 Boolean:

ResType;

Figure 5.4: Signal descriptions of the CFPP

The SDL system description of a CFPP with three stage blocks and three pro-

cessors is shown in Figure 5.5. This figure shows three stage blocks of type STgpe

and three processors of type PType. (This is an example where '\¡/e use the SDL-g2

notation.) Signal li,sts and s'ignal tgpes are shown in Figure 5.4. A stage block is con-

nected to its neighborinE stage block (upper or lower) by two channels: d.ata channel

(dlow) and control channel (ctow). Data channels can carry signals which contain

data, such as the insú signal (a signal which contains an instruction as a parameter)

and the res signal (a signal which contains results). Control channels can carry the

signals listed in signal list scúrl: i,nstReq (instruction request) , read,yforlnsl (ready

for instruction), instRece'iued (instruction is received), resïeq (request to transfer re-

sult), readyforÀes (ready for result), and res\eceiued, (result has been received). In
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this example, a si,gnal li,st is used to make the diagram cleaner. By using a stgnal list,

we can use the word "(scúrl)" instead of listing all the signals in the diagram.

Figure 5.5: SDL system description of a three-stage CFPP

We depart from the original structure of the CFPP (as shown in Figure 5.1) in

that each stage block does not have separate channels for instructions and results.

We could create separate channels, but that would increase the complexity of the

diagram. The separation between the data and control channels seems to be a logical

approach.
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5.3.1 Processor Specification

The operation of the processor is as follows. The processor accepts a request (pro-

c.Req signal) and data (the contents of the instruction and result registers via a

"procData(IX,RX)" signal) from its neighboring stage block. It then executes the

instruction and possibly modifies the result (RX) and 'instructzon (IX) values. Once

the execution is completed, the results are passed back to the original súage block by

sending a "procDone" signal and a "procData(IX,RX)" signal. Two-phase handshak-

ing is used in this particular case, as the súøge block does not send an acknowledgment

that a result has been received. An example of a procData signal is shown belou'.

procData((. 'NOP', 'A', 0, TRUE, ,8,, 1, TRUE, ,C,,2,FALSE .),
(. ,A" 0, FALSE, 'B" 0, FALSE .))

The processor block has a PTgpe block type, as shown in Figure 5.6. The interface

to the outside is done through "gates" pc and pd. This block has one process: pl of

type PTGeneral.

Figure 5.6: Description of block type PType



Process type "PTGeneral" is shown in Figure 5.7. In a process type we describe

the operations associated with a process in an EFSlt4. The algorithm of process type

PTGeneral is as follows. The process begins in the i,dle state where it waits for an

incoming procReq signal while the other signals are saved (indicated by the asterisk).

After a procfueq signal is received, the process waits for a procDaúa signal and assigns

incoming parameters to local variables ,i'X and ÃX. The process then calls subroutine

Processlnsú, in which the process executes the instruction indicated by the opcode field

as shown in Figure 5.8. After processing the instruction, the process sends a procDone

signal, and also sends the resulting data to the sender with a procData(IX,ÃX) signal.

The process then goes back to the idle state.

Figure 5.7: Description of process type PTGeneral
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Procedure Processlnsl

[](

Figure 5.8: Description of procedure Processlnst

5.3.2 Instruction Set

The instructions and actions in the Processlnsú subroutine are shou'n in Figure b.8.

The procedtre Processlnsú defines the instruction set of the processor. In this particu-

lar example we only have two instructions: " LDD" and "NOP". An informal description

of the instructions is as follows.

e LDD. This instruction copies the value of the accumulator stored in the "Dest"

field to either result accumulator "Resulti." or "Result2" if the name of the

accumulator contained in "Resultl" or "Result2" matches with the name of the

accumulator contained in "Desú". For example, the instruction:

(. ,LDD" '4" O, false, 'Br, o, false, ,Cr,24, true .)

regrslefs
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wilì set accumulator "C" to

such as the instructions

(. 'c' , o, false, ,A,,

24 if the result register contains accumulat or " C"

0, false .)

or

(. 'A',0, faIse,'C',0, false.)

o N0P. This instruction does nothing. However, if the instruction and result regis-

ters meet and the result register contains an accumulator with an invalid value,

but the 'instruct'ion register contains the same accumulator name with a valid

value, then the value of the accumulator in the result reeister will be set to the

valid value.

The above instructions are selected only to illustrate the operations of our CFPP.

More instructions and actions (such as additions, multiplications, and other higher-

level instructions) can be added by modifying this procedure. However, as the number

of instructions increases, the diagram becomes more populated and complicated. In

this case, the use of the textual representation of SDL (SDLPR) would be more

productive. Another option to describe more instructions would be to spread the

diagram into multiple pages. The SDT tool provides an interface to the textual

representation of SDL, although we have not explored this path.

An MSC simulation trace of the processor is presented in Figure 5.9. Two instances

are shown: enu-} (environment) and p1-1 (process p1). We sent a procReg signal

and a procData signal with its parameters from the environment. The instruction

was "LDD" which should set the value of register "C" to 24 and its valid flag to true.

The processor responded with a procDone signal and a procData signal. Notice that

the value of register "C" became 24.
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p@Dala

[f.'roo. o, o. ,*",'8. o, fahe.'c'. 24. rrue .), (.'c , o. false,'0, o,,atse .) ]

D@Oala

(. LDD','A'.O,fatse.'B'.O,talse. C,24,true.).(.'C'.24,true, D'.O,latse.) ]
præRæ

DræDatã

l{. 
**,'o. o. t"o".'8, o, fahe, c', o, râLse .), (. c'. o. fahe.'D , o. farse .) ]

DræDalâ
'[ 

{.'*','O', o. tub", 8', O.lalse. C , O, lalse .). ( 'C , o, false.'D . o, lalse .) 
]

p@Dala

ilõP:'+-{]gl3 f o. true,'0 22, true )' ( 'c , 4' lalse.'0. r, latse ) ]
bræRm 

--=-\\

øæDoñe

DræDâlâ

|{. *Ot'.'O',,.,...'B'. 1O,true,'D',22.rrue.).(.'C'.4,lâLse,'D,22.true.) ]

Figure 5.9: An MSC simulation trace of the processor

The next traces show that the execution of an unknown opcode ("XXX") resulted

in untouched instruction and result registers. This is a feature of our design in which

we can have different processors with different instruction sets. If the processor does

not recognize the opcode, it will do nothing. The last traces show a situation in

which a procData signal arrived before the procfueq signal. This situation is possible

because we use two-phase handshaking, and there is the possibility of a long delay

in the route or channel assigned to the procAeq signal. This is the purpose of using
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the saue symboL in the process type PTGeneral, otherwise the procDala signal would

be consumed and discarded. The system would then be deadlocked. This particular

example also shows the delay-insensitive operation of the CFPP, in which the system

still operates correctly, regardless the delays of the channels.

5.3.3 Stage Block Specification

The stage block is the key to the pipelining operation. It exchanges information with

its neighboring blocks through ils data and control channels. It accepts an instruction

from the lower stage and passes the instruction to the upper stage. It also accepts a

result from the upper stage and passes the result to the lower stage. One requirement,

is needed to guarantee the correctness of the design: "The stage block should not pass

an '¿nstruction to the upper stage and rece'iue the result from the upper stage at the

same t'irne." If this requirement is violated, an instruction and a result ma¡r r¡im 
"u.n

other in a stage and therefore they will not go to a processor to be executed.

Each stage block is of type STgpe, which is shown in Figure 5.10. It consists of

a process called stagep?. It was decided to have one process to handle traffic from

both the upper and lower stages. Another possible approach would be to have two

processes. Each process would be responsible for one flow direction, and the tlvo

processes would communicate with each other. This approach is more complex than

the one-process approach. Unlike in the description of block type PType, we do not use

â process type to describe block type STgpe, but rather describe the process stagep|

directly (shown in Figure 5.12). Here, we are not using the SDLg2 extensions.

Originally,the stagep2 algorithm (EFSM) handled the instruction and result flov,s

symmetrically. There is a possible deadlock condition, in which two neighboring

stages are waiting for each other. One stage is waiting for an instruction, while the
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Block Type SType

|---\
I lonrfoure

procdala I

procdatal

pd

inst,res]

l

Figure 5.10: Description of block type SType

other one is waiting for a result. An informal description of this scenario is as follou's.

(See Figure 5.11.) Stage i receives an znstruction from a lower stage while its result

regzster is still empty, and stage (e + t) receives a result from an upper stage while

its 'instructzon regi,ster is empty. In response, stage z sends a request to send an

instruction (by sendingandnstileg signal) to stage (z+ 1). While this request signal

is on its way, stage (i + 1) sends a request to send a result (by sending a resileq

signal)tostagez. Signal i,nst&eqarrivesatstage(z+i). Sincestage(z+1) hassenta

res&eq signal but did not receive any responses from stage 'd, it decides to accept an

instruction by sending a readyforlnsú signal and it waits for the instruction. Stage z
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received a resReq signal and since there is nothing happening (while lhe readEforlnst

signal is on its way), it decides to accept the result by sending a readyforResult

signal and it waits for the result. Under this scenario, the system deadlocks! M/e

found this condition through an MSC simulation by simultaneously sending (from

the environment) an 'instruction to the "stagel" block and a result to the "stage3"

block. Another deadlock condition is also possible if we let "stage 1" and "stage 3"

simultaneously send an instruction and a result respectively. They are both waiting

for the acknowledge signals. This scenario also does not satisfy our requirement

described earlier, i.e. an instruction and a result mav not miss each other.

stage(¡+1)

Figure 5.11: A deadlock situation

Our solution to this problem is to handle instruction and result flows asymmetri-

cally. ThecompletedescriptionispresentedinFigureS.L2 toFigure5.15. If astage

has a full i,nstruction register but an empty result reg'ister, it will wait for readyforlnst

or resReq signals from the upper stage. If it receives the res&eq signal first, it will

try to receive the result value and it will suspend other operations (by using the

save symbol). This algorithm is shown on "page 2(l)" of stagep2 in Figure 5.13. In

essence, this algorithm tends to flow results faster than instructions. In [154], they

stage(i)
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suggest operating the CFPP the other way around, i.e.

possible. Further simulations are required to evaluate

Changing the "bias" - to flow instructions faster than

not be difficult,

to flow instructions as fast as

the performance of this case.

results, or the inverse - would
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Process stagep2

[]

1(4)

Figure 5.L2: Process stagep2 - page 1
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2(4)Process stagep2E

Figure 5.13: Process stagep2 - page 2
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3(4)Process stagep2

t_l

Figure 5.14: Process stagep2 - page 3
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Process stagep2E 4(4)

Figure 5.15: Process stagep2 - page 4
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5.4 Validation

The SDT tool has a validation tool, called "SDT Validator", which can be used to find

inconsistencies and problems. SDT Validator implements a state space exploration

technique based on the same algorithm used in SPIN. Three types of automatic state

space explorations are available: Bit state erploration (based on Holzmann's bit state

algorithm [73]), Random walk, and erhaustiue erploration.

One of the techniques used in validating a large system is to decompose the system

into several smaller systems, hence reducing the size of the state space. 'We validated

the processor block, which is a block type PType, We created a stand-alone system

which consists of a block of block type PType. This block has a small number of

signals: "procData", "procReq", and "procDone". Thus, the state space should be

well within the SDT Validator capabilities.

The SDT Validator automatically generates test values that will be used as possi-

ble signals coming from the environment during validations. However, the automatic

test value generation cannot generate suitable test values for our system. The sig-

nal "procData" has parameters of type "InstTgpe" and ,,ResType,', t.wo new types

that we defined in the system level. These types have fields of type character (e.g.

"Resultl"). By default, the automatic test value generation produces an'a'for the

Character data type. Thus, test values for other possible accumulators (such as 'B'

and'C') cannot be generated automatically. Similarly, for the Charstring data type,

the default value generated by the automatic test value generation is the word "test."
'We 

need to generate the words "LDD" and "NOp.,,

The SDT tool has a coverage viewer tool which can be used to measure horv ef-

fective the validation tool is in validating the system. It measures the percentage of

paths or states which have been visited. The tool has a graphical user interface to
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investigate parts which have not been visited. The validation using t"he bit state er-

ploration technique, and the values generated automatically produced 42% coverage.

This means that only part of the design was exercised at least once. The othe¡ parts

were not exercised at all. The other techniques, random walk and erhausttue erplo-

ration, produced similar results. The procedure Processlnst had not been exercised

completely due to the lack of good test patterns.

By supplying a set of selected test values, the validation achieved 100% coverase.

The test values that we used are:

procData((. ,NOP,, ,4,, 0, true, ,8,, 0, true, tC, 
,(. 'A', 55, true, ,A,, SS, true, .))

procData((. ,Nop,, ,4,, O, true, ,8,, 1, true, 'C, ,(.'c,, o, fa]se, rAr,0, false.))
procData((. 'NOP,, ,4,, O, true, ,8,, 1, true, ,C, 

,(.'A', 0, fal-se,,Ct, O, false .))
procData((. ,NOP,, ,4,, O, true, ,8,, 1, true , ,C, 

,(. 'A',0, false, '8,,0, fal_se .))
procData((. ,LDD,, ,4,, O, true, ,8,, L, true, ,C, 

,(. '4" O, fa1se, ,c, , o, false .))
procData((. 'LDD,, ,4,, 0, true, ,8,, 1, true , ,C, 

,(. '4" 0, false, ,8" O, fal_se .))
procData((. ,LDD), ,4,, O, true, ,B,, !, true, tC',

(. 'C', O, false, ,Br, O, false .))

2, false .),

2, true .),

2, true .),

2, true .),

55, true .),

55, true .),

trtr +sìr^ \UUr t/I(Iti ,,/ t

The above test patterns v/ere obtained by inspecting the algorithm used in the

procedure Processlnsú, as shown in Figure 5.8. We guaranteed that each path u,ill

be exercised at least once. This method is acceptable for small systems, but it is

inappropriate for large and complex systems. In complex systems, we may not be

able to find a set of test values that will give 100% coverage. Attempts to provide all

possible test values may also fail. For example, an exhaustive test value generation for

our "procData" signal yields 98304 possible test patterns! (The program to generate

the patterns is listed in Appendix D.) For more complex systems, the number grows

exponentiallv.
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Some statistics from the validation are shorvn below.

xx Starting bit state exploration **
Search depth : 100
Hash tabLe size : 1000000 bvtes

xx Bit state exploration statistics xx
No of reports: 0.
Generated states: 340.
Truncated paths: 0.
Unique system states: 196.
Size of hash table: 8000000 (1000000 bytes)
No of bits set in hash table: 392
Collision risk: 0 o/,

Max depth: 52
Current depth: -1
Min state size: 108
Max state size: 308
Symbo1 coverage : 100.00

5.5 Verification

One of the tools available from the SDT tool is a verification tool, which is actualll'

based on the validation tool. The verification tool can be used to verify a design

against an MSC diagram. The MSC serves as the specification of the design similar

to a timing diagram in a conventional circuit design. lr4SCs can take different levels

of abstraction. That is, we can hide some internal signals if our interest is mainl)' in

monitoring the input and output signals. The verification tool takes an SDL system

and exercises it to determine whether the system meets or violates a given \4SC

specification.

In this section we describe the verification of the processor (PType block) against

apartial specification, which is illustrated in Figure 5.16. This specification says that

the "LDD" command loads a value to an accumulator, i,e. given the follorving message
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MSC SimulatorTrace
i --ii
L----------i process p1

, 0, false, 'A', 0, false .)]

[t.'Loo','n',
'A', 0, false ,)]

Figure 5.16: An MSC specification of block type PType

(. 'LDD" '4" O, false, '8" 0, false, tcr, 24, ttue .),
(. 'c" o, fal-se, ,Ar, o, false .)

the processor should set the value of accumulator "C" to'24'and should produce the

following output

(. ,LDD" 'Ar, o, false, 'Br, 0, false , 'c, , 24, true .),
(. 'C', 24, true, ,Ar, O, false .)

Notice that the value of "c" is changed to'24' and its flag is set to TRUE.

A simple system was constructed based on the PType block type, and the N4SC

was verified to be correct with the SDT verification tool. The result of the verification

is another MSC (shown in Figure 5.17). The verification session is listed below.

llelcome to SDT VALIDAT0R
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Comma¡d : verif y-ms c /hone/unix/brahardj /SDT/validate-CFPP/spec 1 . msc

MSC SimulatorTrace loaded.
Root of behaviour tree set to current svsten state
Reports cleared
Bit state exploration started.

** Bit state exploration statistics **
No of reports: 1.
Generated states: 6.
Tru¡cated paths: 0.
Unique system states: 5.
Size of hash table: 8000000 (1000000 bytes)
No of bits set in hash table: 10

Collision risk: 0 o/,

Max depth: 4

Current depth: 4
Min state size: I32
Max state size: 320
Symbol coverage : 57.89

** MSC SimulatorTrace verified x*

The MSC specification we have is a partial specification, meaning that it does not

describe all possible combinations. Thus, we only verified a partial system. It should

be understood to mean that the verification tool only verifies a design against a given

specification. It is also possible that the specification itself is faulty (i.e. it is not

what we want) or incomplete.

The verification tool uses the same state-space search algorithm used in SPtN [73].

An advantage of this state-space exploration approach is that it can be automated,

whereas a formal proof with mathematical logic would require more user inte¡actions.

This state-space exploration approach may not be suitable for applications that re-

quire reasoning or generalization. For example, it is difficult to create a complete

MSC specification to describe the property of an "addition of two integers."
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MSC ValidatorTrace

(. 'C', 0, false, 'A', O, false .)]

[t. 
'roo', 'A', o, rarse, 'B', false,'C', 24,

5.6

Figure 5.17: An MSC verification of block type PType

Discussion

We have presented a preliminary attempt to design a Counterflow Pipeline Processor-

in SDL92. In this section, we discuss our experience with SDL and SDT, and provide

some comments regarding the CFPP itself.

The use of SDL allows designers to spend more time in the design itself. The

availability of a graphical representation (SDL-GR) makes it easier for beginners and

even advanced users to use the SDL language. However, in some cases, such as the

use of repetitive descriptions, the use of textual representation (SDLPR) ma¡, þs
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better, as the textual representation also provides portability.

The Abstract Data Type (ADT) used in SDL allows the designer to concentrate on

the design, rather than on the low-level bits and bytes. By doing so, one can restrain

oneself from dealing with implementation details. The ADT also makes it possible to

incorporate not only the control signal, but also the data part in the design.

Overall, SDT is an excellent design tool, even though there are still some bugs.

For example, the MSC editor has some problems in drawing certain signals. It took

us quite a while to figure out why certain signals were not drawn in the diagram.

Originally, we thought that our description was erroneous. After inspecting SDT

validator log file, it was shown that certain signals were not drawn, even though they

actually existed in the system. Error messages were logged in the log file, indicating

SDT difficulties in drawing long text messages.

MSCs provide a quick visual inspection of causal relationships. By looking at an

MSC trl,ce, one can quickly see if a signal is not consumed explicitly (indicated by an

asterisk in the MSC trace) and can act upon it. Unfortunately, it is cumbersome to

inspect an MSC if we have "too many" trace instances. In one of the simulations we

have three stage blocks and three processor blocks. Even with this small number of

instances, it is already difficult to find out the state of all processes. Fortunately, the

SDT tool provides facilities to filter or display a range of instancesa.

After our design is completed in SDL, it can be translated to a VHDL description

for hardware realization and simulations. This translation is discussed in,[137]. The

advantage of taking this route is that hardware synthesis from VHDL is a mature fielcl.

There are several industrial-strength synthesis tools (such as SEnopsgs and Mentor

Graphics) that can take VHDL descriptions and turn them into circuits. Translations

from SDL to C or C++ code which can be used to generate stand-alone software are

aIn the newer release of the SDT tool, states can be displaved in N4SC traces.
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available.

The Counterflorv Pipeline Processor is a unique computer architecture. It is still

in its infancy, hence there have not been many studies to evaluate its advantages. Its

regular structure makes it easier to be constructed automatically. Its local commu-

nication scheme potentially can make the system faster and more manageable than

many traditional architectures.

5.7 Summary of Chapter 5

In this chapter, the use of SDL in the design and analysis of a Counterflow Pipeline

Processor (CFPP) has been presented, as well as a novel asynchronous design of

CFPP and its protocol. The design is easy to modify and extend. It is also amenable

to formal verification. Validations and partial verifications of the design were done

through a state-space exploration technique with the SDT Validator. The result is

by no means restricted to the SDT tool, as other SDL verification tools can also be

used. The state-space exploration algorithm used in the SDT Validator is the same

algorithm used in the SPtN tool, which is used in Chapter 4.

The graphical nature of SDL makes it easier for system designers to master the

SDL language. The availability of industrial-strength tools plays an important role

in the acceptance of formal verification in the industry. These are the strengths

of the SDL approach as compared with the use of PRoMELA in the designing of

asynchronous systems.
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[]

[]

MSC SimulatorTrace

(.'LDD"'4" 0,

Figure 5.18: An MSC simulation trace of the CFPP

[t.'.oo','o', 
o,

[t.'too','o', o,
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Chapter 6

Froving Asynchnonous Cincuits

In Chapter 3, "oueru'iew of Formal Methods for Hardware Delign," we briefly touched

on proof-based formal verification methods. Verifications based on the state-space

exploration method have been presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In this chapter,

we use a proof-based method to reason about asynchronous circuits.

To aid in carrying out the proof, a theorem prover, or theorem proving environ-

ment is usually used. The theorem prover is used to prevent one from making errors.

The theorem prover is not an automatic tool that can solve problems by itself. It

still requires guidance and direction from a person. This human interaction is the

main disadvantage of the proof-based method, as there are not many practitioners

who are familiar with such methodology and tools. Proof-based verifications may not

be effective for certain applications as the formal proofs can be long and complicated.

Although theorem provers have been used in hardware designs, to our knowledge

they have not been extensively applied to asynchronous circuits. The applications of

theorem provers to reason about asynchronous circuits were presented in [89], (they

actually add delay elements to find hazards in their circuits), and in [bb]. Barros and

Johnson in [4] use first-order predicate logic to describe some classes of commonly used
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asynchronous circuits. Recently, Kishinevsky and Staunstrup in [85] mechanically

verified various speed-independent circuits with the Larch Prover [56].

In this chapter, higher-order logic has been selected as the specification language.

It has been selected due to its expressiveness and the availability of tools to manipulate

higher-order logic such as HOL [65],Isabelle [tZO], PVS [41,40], and Voss [fSO]

Higher-order logic can be used to express several logics (e.g. temporal and modal

logics) effectively [64]. Severalformalisms (e.g. temporal logic, CSP, Z, and UNITY)

which have been used to specify concurrent systems have been embedded into HOL.

They are discussed in [13, 24,I35].

Embedding Hardware Descripti,on Languages (HDLs), such as ELLA, Srr,Rcp.

and VHDL in HOL is presented in [12]. Their experiences show that the biggest

problem in reasoning about HDLs is to define the formal semantics of the HDLs, as

the formal semantics were not part of their original definitions. Based on these works,

reasoning about as)¡nchronous circuits with higher-order logic is a viable approach.

6.1 Reasoning about C-elements

In Section 4.2 we presented a hazardous C-element and showed the presence of a

hazard with pnovELA and sPlN. The state-space exploration technique was used to

verify the circuit. In 1131], we attempted to reason about the same C-element circuit

by using Real-Time C^gP (RTCSP) and higher-order logic.

RTCSP extends CSP by providing time-critical constructs for modeling timeouts,

delays, and parallel processing. RTCSP has been mechanized in HOL. The syntax of

RTCSP is listed in Appendix F. In [131] we show, by using HOL, that the firing of gate

AND1 must be delayed so that both gate ANDi and OR1 can be fired simultaneously.

In essence, in this approach we reason about Ti,med Asynchronous C,ircuiús, by
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adding delay properties to components and wires. Although timed asynchronous cir-

cuits may be more practical, this approach does not work with pure delay-insensitive

asynchronous circuits, in which the delays do not affect the correctness of the oper-

ation of a design. Our main interest is in the verification of pure delay-insensitive

asynchronous circuits.

6.2 Specifications ofDelay-Insensitive Components

We have attempted to find a generic higher-order specification for delag-i,nsensitiue

circuits. To simplify the analysis and discussion, we have concentrated on a simple

element: a delay-insensitive delay element (n:.aef), which delays its input by an

unknown delay value. Although Didel is a simple element, it is an important element

since we can construct a larger set of components by adding the Didel component to

the inputs or outputs of ideal gates. The placement of the Didel- component depends

on the delay model of the circuit. If we attach Didel components at the input ports

of ideal gates, we will have delay-insensitive circuits. If we attach Didel components

at the output port of ideal gates, we will have quasi delag-i,nsensitiue circuits, i.e.

wire forks have the same delay.

Figure 6.1: Didel, a delay-insensitive delay element

6.2.I Straightforward specification

Adapting the notation used in [109], a straightforward

the Didel component is shown below.
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F Didel(2, o) :Vt. o(t + t') : ¿ ¿

This specification states that the value of output o is equal to the

delayed by ú' discrete time. The value of ú' is unknown beforehand.

(6 1)

value of input i

Figure 6.2: Two inverter (Twolnv) circuit and its timing diagram

This specification can be satisfied by a circuit ("TwoInv") which consists of trvo

inverters in series, where each inverter delays its output by one unit time. The

specifications of the inverter (fnv) and Tr.rolnv are shown beloq'.

l- Inv(2, o) :Vt. o(t + 1) : -i t (6 2)

l- Twolnv(i,r,o): Inv(i, ø) n Inv(u, o) (6 3)

The composition of the two inverters is based on the 'hiding' concept discussed

in [109]. We hide the internal signal'ø'. The verification becomes proving the follorv-

ing theorem. (The proof is in Appendix G.)

Vi o. Didel(i,,o) :1r. Twolnv(2, r, o) (6 4)

The specification in (6.1) has two flaws. First, the delay ú' is fixed for rising and

falling transitions. In real circuits, rise time and fall time are usually different. A
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possible solution to this flaw is to rewrite the specification by splitting it into fall ancl

rise specifications. However, \¡/e are still left with a fixed delay for rising transitions

and another fixed delay for falling transitions. In real circuits, two inverters may have

different rise times.

The delay modeled in this specification is called Fi,red Id,eal Delays (FID) [20], i.e.

the delay ú' is fixed. However, rise and fall delays in real circuits may be functions of

time, temperature, load, and age.

t

Figure 6.3: An incorrect input-output timing diagram of a Didel

The second flaw is that the specification (6.1) is satisfied by an incorrect impìe-

mentation which has the input-output timing diagram shown in Figure 6.3. That is,

a spike existed before the implementation stabilizes. This condition can occur after a

reset or a restart period, but befo¡e an input is applied. If the output o is connected

to an input of another device, the spike will be propagated. In the specification, \ ¡e

specify the output o after time ú/. The output o before time ú/ is not specified.

6.2.2 Partial-Order Specification

By looking at the ordering of events (rising or falling transitions), there exists another.

possible means of specification for delay-insensitive circuits. Since we do not know the

exact delay of each component, temporal abstraction is performed. The specification

is done at a higher level of temporal abstraction, i.e. by monitoring the sequence of

events. The partial-order specification of the Didel component is shown below.
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l- Didel(2, o) : (Timeof (Rise o) n > Timeof (Rise z) n) n

(Timeof (Fall o) n ) Timeof (Fall i) n)

(6 5)

where the term 'Timeof P n' denotes the point at a concrete (real) time in which

predicate P is true for the n-th time. (For a more rigorous justification of the use of

Timeof O, we refer the reader to [108, 109].) RÍse and Fatr are defined below.

l- Rise ck t : -ck(t) A ck(ú + 1)

l- Fall ck t : ck(t) A -ck(t + I)

(6.6)

(6 7)

The partial-order specification states that the concrete time when the n-th el,ent

of output "o" occurs must be greater than the concrete time when the n-th event at

input "i" occurs. In other words, an event at the output o must have a corresponding

(earlier) event at the input z. Oscillations, spikes, or hazards at the output o are not

allowed since they do not have corresponding input events.

This partial-order specification is stronger as compared with the straightforrvard

specification. Only hazard-free implementations are allowed. Thus, this specification

is preferred as compared with the straightforward specification.

6.3 Summary of Chapter 6

We have presented some initial work in reasoning about asynchronous circuits with

higher-order logic. Two possible higher-order specifications of a delay-insensitiye de-
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lay element were presented. The first specification, the straight-forward specification,

has two flaws, whereas the partial order specification does not have those flaws.

As noted earlier, delay-insensitiue and quasi, delag-'insensiti,ue asynchronous cir-

cuits can be decomposed into ideal gates and DÍdel components. This study is an

initial step towards the verification of a larger set of delay-insensitive and quasi delay-

insensitive circuits.
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Chapten 7

Conclusions and Fbtlrre R eseanch

7 "L Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented various aspects of the design and formal verifica-

tion of asynchronous circuits and s¡,stems. The use of higher level or system level

methodologies is suggested. Specifically, the use of protocol engineering in the de-

sign, validation and verification of asynchronous systems with PRON4ELA and SDL

is identified as a suitable methodology.

Formal verification of asynchronous systems was demonstrated by providing sev-

eral verification runs. Several asynchronous circuits, and an asynchronous system,

were modeled in PROMELA and SDL, and they were verified with the SptN and the

SDT tool respectively. The verifications were done using the state-space exploration

method.

Some initial work on proof-based verification has been presented in Chapter 6.

Real-Time CSP (RTCSP) and higher-order logic have been used to model asyn-

chronous circuits.
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7.2 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis is one of the first attempts to identify system level design methodologies

specifically oriented to asynchronous systems, with an emphasis on the use of formal

methods âs an integral part of the methodology. This is accomplished by considering

various levels of abstractions from asynchronous circuits to asynchronous systems.

With different levels of abstraction, various formal methods have been identified and

their usage was illustrated through design examples. As opposed to reinventing tools

within an asynchronous system design methodology, existing ones were adapted for

use in the design of asynchronous systems. Specific instances include: i) one of

the first attempts to use PROMELA and SPIN to specify and verify asynchronous

building blocks such as C-elements; and ii) one of the first in using SDL to design and

verify the Sproull's Counterfl.ow Pipeli,ne Processor. The methodology and design u,e

presented will precede any commercial implementation of these types of processors.

Specific contributions of this thesis include:

1. A comprehensive overview of design methodologies for asynchronous hardu,are

(in Chapter 2).

2. The identification of an integrated asynchronous system design methodology

using protocol engineering with PROMELA and SDL (in Chapter 4 and Chap-
. F\[er Ð ].

3. Verifications of asynchronous circuits and systems through state-space explo.

ration techniques with protocol validation tools. Two verification approaches

are illustrated: by modeling several asynchronous circuits and an asynchronous

system in PROMELA and SDL, and by using the SPIN and the SDT tool respec-

tively to verify the circuits and system. The verifications have been presented
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in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

4. Programming techniques to model speed-'independence, fundamental rnode, ancl

i,nput-output mode asynchronous circuits in pROMELA.

5. A novel design of. a Counterfl.ow Pi,peli,ne Processor in SDL, which has been

presented in Chapter 5.

6. A preliminary attempt to reason about asynchronous circuits through proof-

based verification by using ReaI Ti,me CSP (RTCSP) and higher-order logic (in

Chapter 6).

7 "3 Future Research

Future research which can be done is listed below.

1. Automation of the methods which have been presented in this thesis. Automa-

tion of verification is desirable, especially in verifying large systems.

2. An integration of the methods with some VLSI CAD tools. There is an interest

in integrating formal verification methods with mature VLSI CAD tools to

provide better quality circuits and an increase in productivity.

3. Further research in proof-based verification. The proof-based approach has a

potential advantage, in that it can be used to reason about infinite systems.

However, it requires a great deal of user sophistication and interaction. A

better understanding of this approach can be achieved through education and

by providing more automated and user-friendly tools.
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Appendix A

A ÏJ.azatrd-free C*element

A hazard-free gate-level implementation of a C-element is illustrated belorv. This

implementation was suggested by Oleg Mayevsky.

Figure A.I: Hazard-free C-element

Ut:r*A
y2: not(r .A .As)

þ: not(y'A¿)

A4 : not(Az.As)

z : az'aa
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A PROMELA model of the circuit is listed below.

bit x, !, ]1 ,y2,y3,y4, z, ol.dz;
l-i+ ,,^i+,vr u wcf t, ,

#define AND2(x,y,out) (out l- (x&&y)) -> out = x&&y
#define NAND2(x,y,out) (out == (x&&y)) -> out = 1-(x&&y)
#define NAND3(x,y,z,out) (out == (x&,kykkz)) -> out = I-(xkkyks;z)
#define 0R2(in1,in2,out) (out != (in1l lin2)) -> out = inll lin2
#define 0R3(in1 ,ín2,in3,out) (out t= (inllltnZllin3)) -> out = inlllinZlling
#define INV(in,out) (out == Ín) -) out = 1-in

proctype stirnulus o
rt

do
: : lrait == 0 -)

ol-dz=z;
if
:: x = l-x

t¡ = 'l -r¡J-J
fi;
,,^.i+ - {wcLI t, - l-

od
I

proctype monitoro
{

do
:: wait == 1 -)

if
: : (;==Q && y==9 þ,&, z==O)
i; (x==1 kk y==1 k&, z==I)
: : (x !=y &,k z==o;.dz)
fi;
wait = 0

od

)

init
{

atomic{yl=O; y2=1i y3=1; y4=O};
run stinutusO;
r rn nonitorO;
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do
0R2 (x, y, y1)
NAND3 (x , y, y3 , y2)
NAND2 (y1 , y4, y3)
NAND2 (y2 , y3 , y4)
AND2 (y2 ,!4,2)

od

)

never {
do
:: skip
: : (x ! = y) -> goto acceptO
:: (¡ == y) -> goto acceptl
od;

acceptO:
do
:: (z l= oldz)
od;

acceptl:
do
:: (z != x ll z != y)
od

)
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Appendix B

Another þT,azandous C-elernent

Another hazardous gate-level implementation of a C-element is illustrated belou,.

Another hazardous C-element implementation is shown below.

Figure 8.1: Hazardous C-element

The PROMELA model

bit x, !,27,22,23, z,
bit wait;

#define AND(x,y,out) (out
#def ine 0R3 (in1 ,in2,in3, out)
#define INV(in,out) (out

proctype stinuluso

z':t.A+r.z-rA.z

is listed below.

oldz;

(B i)

!= (x&&y)) -> out = x&&y
(out != (in1l linZl lin3))
== in) -) out = 1-in
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do
:: wait == 0 -)

^1 À---.vJ-w/--a,

if
:: x = 1-x
:: y = 1-y
fi;
r¡ait = 1

od

)

proctype monitoro
rt

do
:: wait == 1 -)

if
: : (¡ç==Q && y--0 þ.&. z==O)
: : (x==1 && y-=1 þ.k z==L)
:: (x!=y kk, z==o;-dz)
f i;
wait = 0

od
J

init
{
L

run stimutusO;
run monitorO;
do

AND (x ,z ,zI)
AND (x ,y ,22)
AND(y ,2,23)
0R3 (21 ,22 ,23 ,z)

od
¡

never {
do
:: skip
: : (x ! = y) -) goto accept0
:: 1* == !) -> goto acceptl
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acceptO:

accept 1 :

od;

do
:: (z
od;

do
:: (z
od

!= oldz)

!= x ll z != y)
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Appendix C

A simple state space search

program

A simple full state space exploration algorithm is described in [za]. The follo*,ing is

a slightly modified pseudo-code of the algorithn.

state_sea¡cb o
{

initialize a working queue H;
ini.tialize set A Jor previousty analyzed state;
analyze ( ) ;

)

: /* exhaustive state-space sea¡ch *,/
Ì ¿_¡lalyze ( )

i
if (set 1,1 is enpty) return; /* done */
pick a-n el-enent q frorn 1,,J; /x FIFO or LIFO *,/

, add q to set A;
, if (q is an error-state)
ì reporÈ_error O ;
i elsejt
: for each successor state s of q
: if (s is not in A or I'f)

,{
. add s to !l;
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analyze O ;

t
delete q fron W;

L
J

Based on the above algorithm, a simple state space search program has been

constructed. The program is implemented in C++ and uses the LEDA library [tZS],

which results in a source code that has a structure close to its pseudo.code.

A two-input AND gate is used as an example of system under study. The AND

gate has four states, which are shown in Figure C.1. In this figure, we can see that

from state "0" we can move to state "1" or "2" . That is, state "1" and "2" are the

successors of state "0". Similarly, from state "1" we can move to state "0" or "3",

and so on.

Figure C.1: States of two-input AND gate

c.1 Program Listing

\
01 /-\t/

I
I

,/

I

+

/-\to

KJ
t
I

\
\

\

source code of our state space search program.

study (AND gate) is embedded in tlie code as
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The description of the circuit under



a procedure. In a future version, this routine should be replaced by a more general

procedure, which can read the description of the circuit under study in a standard

format. Error handling routines are not provided in this sample program.

// Sinple Reachability Analysis - State Space Exploration
// eua¡ Ralardjo
/ / Algoríthn is based on
// c. lle]z¡sann, "Design a¡d validation of coroputer protocols"

#include <LEDA/stack.h>
#include <LEDA/set.h>
#incl-ude <LEDA/]ist.h>

void analyze(void);
l-ist<int> successor(int) ;

stack<int> LI; // llorking queue
set<int> Wset; // Set for states to be visited
set<int> A' / / Set of visited states

void analyzeo
fa

int q;
int x;
l-ist<int> S;

cout << "AnalyzeO" << endl;
if (1.¡. enpty O ) return;
q = VJ.popO; llset.del(q); // pull e, a¡ elenent from working queue

/ / Stack is used -> DFS

cout << "Visiting state " (( q << endl;
A.insert(q); // Insert q in the set of visited stares
S = successor(q) , // generate a list of successors of q
forall(x,S) { // f.or each successor of q

if ( (! A.merober(x)) && (t l,Jset.member(x)) ) {
cout (( " Pushing state " (( x << endl;
I.l.push(x); lJset.insert(.x); // state x has not been visited

/ / add it to the working queue
analyze O ;

) else {
cout(('tState''((x((''isa1readyvisited.Skipped.|'<<

)
)

]
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list<int> successor(int q)
f

/ / exanpl-e of systero und.er test
// in this particuLar case, it)s a 2-input AND gate
/ / uhich has four states
// States are hand coded: 00 = 0, 01 = 1, lO = 2, 11 = 3
/ / successors are also hand coded.
// successorO produces a list of next states

list<int> SL:

cout << " generating successor of state ";
sv¡itch (q) {

case 0: cout << rr0rr.

SL. append(1); SL. append(2) ; breaJ<;
case 1: cout << tr1tr.

SL. append(0) ; SL. append(3) ; break;
case 2: cout << tt2r -

SL. append(0) ; SL.append(3) ; break;
case 3 : cout 44 ',3 " i

SL. append(1) ; SL. append(2) ; break;
default: cout << "*VJARNING* default":

SL. append(0);
Ì;
cout (( endl;
return SL;

Ì

naino

1nl x;

trl'push(O); Llset.insert @); // start r¡ith initiar state (0)
analyze O ;

cout (( endl- (( I'State space search is done
/ / prínt visited states
cout << "Visited states: tt;

forall(x,A) { cout << x (( " "; };
cout << endl;

ì
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C.2 Sample run

The source code was complied with a C++ compiler. An executable program was

produced and executed. The following is a sample output of the program.

Analyze o
Visiting state 0

generating successor of state 0
Pushing state 1

Analyze o
Visiting state 1

generating successor of state 1

State 0 is already visited. Skipped.
Pushing state 3

Analyze ( )
Visiting state 3

generating successor of state 3
State 1 is already visited. Skipped.
Pushing state 2

Analyze o
Visiti.ng state 2

generating successor of state 2
State 0 is already visited. Skipped.
State 3 is a1ready visited. Skipped.
State 2 is already visited. Skipped.

State space search is done.
Visited states: 0 L 2 3

C.3 Short Discussions

The use of the LEDA library, which provides various data structures, simplifies the

writing of the program in which the source code is very close to its algorithm.

The program performs a Depth F'irst Searcå (DFS) search. This is shown by the

sample run, in which the order of visited states is 0, 1, 3, and 2. The choice of data

structure for W (working queue) determines the search algorithm. In this particular
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example, W was implementedwith a stack. To perform Bread.th First Search (BFS),

I,tr¡ should be implemented with a buffer.

The system under study, a two-input AND gate, is very small. The reason for

selecting the AND gate is for clarity. The states and their successors of the AND gate

were hand coded in the program. In the future, a more general procedure should be

used instead.

There are other issues that have to be considered if this approach is going to be

used in real designs, which usually have large state spaces. These issues include the

use of efficient data structures, the use of various state reduction techniques, and the

use of techniques to perform on-the-fl,y state construction.
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Appendix D

Script: Generate signals

The following is a perl-scriptl used to generate permutation of parameters used in

"procData" signal for validating block type Ptype discussed in section 5.4. The script

generates 98304 combinations; 3 x 215.

# ! /opt/gnu/bin/per1

@INSTRUCTIONS = ('NOP', ,LDD,, ,XXX,);
@REGISTERS = ('A', '8,);
@VALUES = (55,1);
@BOOLEAN = ('true', 'false,);

foreach $inst (@INSTRUCTI0NS) {
foreach $reg1 (@REGISTERS) {

foreach $val1 (@VALUES) {
foreach $va]id1 (@BOOLEAN) {

foreach $reg2 (@REGISTERS) {
foreach $va12 (@VALUES) {

foreach $va1id2 (@BOOLEAN) {
foreach $reg3 (@REGISTERS) {

foreach $vat3 (@VALUES) {
foreach $valid3 (@B0OLEAN) {

foreach $res1 (@REGISTERS) {
foreach $resval1 (@VALUES) {

lPerl is a scripting language developed by Larry Wall [123].
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foreach $resval_idl (@BOOLEAN) {
foreach $res2 (@REcISTERS) {

foreach $resval2 (@VALUES) {
foreach $resvalid2 (@BOOLEAN) {

print'define-signal procData((., ;

print "'$inst', '$reg1', $val1, $valid1, ,$reg2,, $val2, $va1id2, ";
print "'$reg3' , $va13, $va1id3 . ) , (. ,' 

;

print " '$res1' , $resval1, $valid1, ,' 
;

print " '$res2' , $resval2, $vaIid2, " ;

print ".))\n";

) # $resvalid2
) # $resval2

Ì # $res2
) # $resvalidl

) # $resvall
] # $res1

) # $valid3
) # $va13

) * gre3g

) # $vaIid2
Ì # $val2

) # $regz
] # $vaIidl

) $val1
) # $regt

] # $inst
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Appendix E

The following is a list of selected SDL symbols which are used in this thesis.

Selected SDt Symbols

block reference

process reference

input

block type reference

process type reference

output

procedure call
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procedure start

non-delaying channel

start

state

return

*

stop

task

text
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Appendix F'

The Syntax f,or Real*Tirne CSP

The syntax of Real-Time CSP in BNF form is listed below.
P:::
STOP
II
I SKIP
I wait t
la-+P
lP;P
lwaitt;P
IPDP
IPNP
IP IIP
IP\A
l*P
I bxP
I if cond then P else P
a ::: start P
I endP
lch?msg
lch!msg
cond :: success P
I ontime P
I other

{never engages in any action}
{empty behavior}

{terminate successfully}

{delay t ticks of clock}
{event a then process P}
{P before P}
{delay t before P}
{deterministic choice}

{non-deterministic choice}

{P in parallel with P}
{hiding int. action A}
{repeat P}
{b then xP}

{instant when P starts}
{instant when P ends}

{on channel ch input msg}
{on channel ch output msg}
{P satisfies its constraints}
{success P A start P < end P
{boolean condition}

A end P < (start P + limit P))
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Appendix G

Provitrg Didel and Twolnv

In Chapter 6 we discussed that a circuit (called "Tu)olnu") which consists of two

inverters in series is an implementation of "D'idel" element. Suppose the output

of the inverter is delayed by one unit-time, then we can prove that the "Tu)oInu"

is a "Dtdel" element with its output delayed by two unit-time delays. The proof

(following [108]) is sketched below.

Given

F Inv(2, o) :Yt. o(t + 1) : -i t
l- Twolnv('i,r,o): Inv(¿, r) n Inv(r, o)

F Didel(2, o) :Vt, o(t +t') : ¿ ¿

we want to prove that

Vz o. Didel(i,,o) :1n. Twolnv(i, ø, o)

The proof proceeds as follows:

(G 1)

(G 2)

(G 3)

(G 4)
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1. By definition of "Inv"

lø. Twolnv('i,r,o):1r. (Vt. r(t + 1) : i(t) 
^Yt. 

o(t + 1) : ¿1¿¡;

2. By symmetry of equality

lr. Twolnv(i,r,o): -r. (Vt. r(t + 1) : i(t) AVt. r(t): o(t+1)

3. By rewriting with the equation 'Vt. r(t): o(t * 1)' yields

fr. Twolnv(i,r,o)=1r. (Vt. o((t + 1) + L):¿(t) nYt. r(t): o(t + 1))

4. Since z does not occur in the left hand conjunct, the scope of existensiaì quan-

tifier can be limitted to the right hand conjunct.

lr. Twolnv('i,r,o) : Vt. o((t + 1) + 1) : i(t) A1r. (Vt. r(t) : o(¿ + 1))

5' '3r. (Vt. r(t): o(t + 1))'is a tautology, the equivalence reduces to

lz. Twolnv(,i,r,o) : Yt. o((t + 1) + 1) : i(t)

6. Simplifying'((ú + 1) + 1)' yields

lr. Twolnv(,i,r,o) : Vt. o(t + 2) : i(t)

7. Taking t' :2, the equivalence becomes

lr. Twolnv('i,r,o) : Didel(z,o)

Thus, "T1t)o]nu" is a "Dzdel" element with ú/ : 2 (i.e. output is delayed by 2

units).
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Glossarv

ADT ADT stands for Abstract Data Types, a mechanism to define new data types
in SDL.

BDD BDD stands for Binary Decision Diagram, a compact representation of Boolean
functions in a tree-like form.

CAD CAD stands for Computer-Aided Design. CAD refers to the design of hardu'are
with the aid of computers.

CASE CASB stands for Computer-Aided Software Engineering.

CCITT CCITT stands for Comité Consultatif International Télégraphique et Téléphonique.
Now, it is called ITU-T.

CCS CCS stands for Calculus of Communicating Systems.

CFPP CFPP stands for Counterflow Pipeline Processor.

CSP CSP stands for Communicating Sequential Processes.

EFSM EFSM stands for Extended Finite State Machine. An EFSM is a srare ma-
chine augmented with internal data storage (e.g. SDL internal variables) and a
communication mechanism.

FFT FFT stands for Fast Fourier Tfansform.

FSM FSM stands for Finite State Machine.

HDL HDL stands for Hardware Description Language.

HOL HOL stands for Higher-Order Logic. HOL is also the name of a theorem
proving environment.

ITU International Telecommunication Union.

rru-T ITU Telecommunication standardization sector. Formerly it is cailed ccirr.
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MSC MSC stands for Message Sequence Chart, a mean for the description, graphical
visualization, of selected traces within distributed systems.

RTCSP RTCSP stands for Real-Time Communicating Sequential Processes. RTCSP
extends Hoare CSP by providing time-critical construct for modeling timeouts,
delays, and parallel processing.

SCPP SCPP stands for Sproull's Counterflow Pipeline Processor.

SDL SDL stands for Specification and Description Language. SDL is standardized
by the ITU-T as Recommendation 2.100. It is suited for event-driven systems
which communicate via message passing. SDL is commonly used in telecom-
munication applications.

SDL-GR SDLGR stands for SDL - Graphical Representation, a graphical repre-
sentation of SDL.

SDL-PR SDLPR stands for SDL - Phrase Representation, a textual representation
of SDL.

SDT SDT stands for SDL Design Tool, a set of tools developed by Telelogic.

STG STG stands for Signal Transition Graph. STG is a derivation of Petri Nets.

VHDL VHDL stands for VHSIC Hardware Description Language. VHDL is a pop-
ular language to model hardware (circuits).

VHSIC VHSIC stands for Very High Speed Integrated Circuit.

VLSI VLSI stands for Very Large Scale Integration.
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